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A vUcpwL ^nam the MaMaaement
Our modern world has no more graphic means of presenting its ideas
than through the medium of the moving picture. If is only fitting,
therefore, that such a means should be used by Milestones to portray
the living picture of the Ward-Belmont year. The yearbook has
taken from this present all the color, pageantry, and genuine drama
which distinguish the school and has preserved them for the future
tvith the hope that those zvho follow will see through Milestones' eyes
the truly outstanding plot, action, and characters of Ward-Belmont.
1940.
There is one star, soon to vanish from the Ward-Belmont firmament,
who has shone for twenty-six years with greater brilliance than any
satellite of like degree. Queen of the year-long drama of school life,
she has ever been regally endowed with a grace, charm, and kindli-
ness which make it a privilege for the Senior elass of 1040 to dedicate
its yearbook to Miss Emma I. Sisson.

ACKLEN HALL
THE CENTER FOUNTAIN
BLANTON ACADEMIC BUILDING
THE SINGING TOWER
EUSTICE A. HAIL HALL
PILLARS OF NORTH FRONT
A HOUSE IN CLUB VILLAGE

iiMxicm
DR. JOSEPH E. BURK
P r c s i d e 11 1
A cheerful smile and a heart full of understanding and kindly wisdom all
combine to make up a Ward-Belmont president who is more than worthy
of his office. Doctor Burk has done in this, his first year as president, all that
is possible to make each girl completely happy in her foster home. The ap-
plause that greets his entrance into the auditorium speaks louder than any
words in descrihing his popularity.
MISS EMMA I. SISSON
D c a n o f R c s i d c 11 c e
To paraphrase the quotation, "Being Dean of Residence is no bed of roses,"
yet Miss Sisson has converted that office into one of loyal and trustworthy
adviser to the girls of Ward-Belmont. Her gracious charm, her poise, and
her fairness in every phase of her work make her a valuable asset to all the
beautv and tradition of the school.
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DR. ROBERT C. PROVINE
D c a n o f /*' a cult v
Charm may be masculine as well as feminine as is so well proved by Ward-
Belmont's new Dean Provine. Courtesy of manner and a genial southern
drawl have combined to skyrocket his popularity with students and teachers
alike.
MISS ANNIE C. ALLISON
P r i n c i p a I o f H i g h S c h o o I
Prudence, poise, and personality seem specially coined to fit the capable
person of "Miss Annie," principal of the high school at Ward-Belmont.
Tireless in her energy, devoted in her enthusiasm, she is a perennial favorite
with her girls.
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MISS ALMA PAINE
Ever)' studio has its talent scout just as every
school must have its registrar. Few. however, are
as worthy of this position as gracious, thoughtful
Miss Paine.
MR. ROY UNDERWOOD
Music to delight the ear : a broad grin to please the
eve; Mr. Underwood striding briskly down the hall ;
it is no small task to be Dean of the Music Con-
servatory, but he handles it with as much skill as
he does any piano keyboard.
MR. FLOWERS and MR. SNYDER
Finance, an important item in any business, i^ effi-
ciently managed by Mr. Flowers and his capable
assistant. Mr. Snyder. It is because of them that
the Ward-Belmont budget continues on a safe
journey throughout each year.
MISS MAI FLOURNOYVAN DEREN
Publicity, publications, and alumnae work occupy
the time of one of Ward-Belmont's youngest admin-
istration members, yet her ever-present smile and
her interest in each girl have endeared "Mai 'Noy"
to every heart.
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Mr. Flowers and Mr. Snyder
Miss Van Deren
cMary Venable Blythe
Sight Playing and Theory
Graduate, St. Mary's Hall. San
Antonio; Pupil of Von Mickwitz
and Harry Redman; Theoretical
Courses in Southern Methodist
University, University of Southern
California, University of Colorado.
Sponsor, Fire Drills.
Florence N. Boyer
Voice
Student of Music in Oberlin Col-
lege; Pupil of Signor Vananni in
Italy; Pupil of Mesdames de Sales
and Bosetti in Munich; Pupil of
Oscar Seagle and de Reske in
Paris.
Verna Brackinreed
Piano
Graduate. Baker Conservatory,
Flint, Michigan; B.Mus.. Cincin-
nati Conservatory of Music; Pupil
of Mile. Dieudonne. Paris; of
Isador Philipp. Fontainhleau ; of
Lahunski. Thalberg. Eisenberger,
and Ganz.
Gertrude Casebier
History
B.A., Western Kentucky State
Teachers College; M.A.. Vander-
bilt University.
Sponsor, Agora Club, Hail Hall.
Martha Annette Cason
Latin
B.A., University of Chicago; M.A.,
Columbia University; Further
Graduate Study, Columbia Uni-
Mary Elizabeth Cayce
Physical Education
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School;
B.S., George Peabody ("liege for
Teachers.
Cla Da
Elizabeth Anne Chitwood
French
B.A., West Virginia University;
M.A.. Duke University.
Sponsor, French Club.
Sydney Dalton
Head of Voice Department
.Mus., Dominion College of Mu-
c, Montreal; M.Mus., Cincinnati
of Music; Pupil of
spin Ma He
al; Studied Piano
th Rafael Joseffy; Composition
th Rubin Goldmark and Fred-
ick Schlieder.
irector, Glee Club.
Mary Elizabeth Delaney
Dancing
Graduate, Chalif Normal School
of Dancing; Special Student.
Emerson College of Oratory; Pupil
of Dorothv Norman Cropper, Rose
Byrn, Hans Weiner. Perry Mans-
field, Jack Donahue, Ivan Tarasoff,
Albertina Rasch.
Sponsor, Founders Hall.
DOROTHY A DlETRICH
German an d E iqlish
B. A.. A.M., 1 nd ana Univers
Sp
Clt b.
or, Gemtan Club, Osi
Rita Dilley
Speech
Thomas B. Donner
Spanish
B.A., East Texas Teachers Col-
lege; M.A., Southern Method. si
University.
Co-Sponsor, Spanish Club.
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Mary Douthit
Piano
Graduate. Ward-Belmont School of
Music; Pupil of Lawrence Good-
man, Harold Von Mickwitz and
Sigisinund Stojowski; Student.
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music.
University of Southern California,
and Texas Christian University.
Frances Ewing
Economics and Commercial
Law
Graduate. Ward-Belmont School;
B.A., M.A.. Vanderbilt University.
Sponsor. Angkor Club.
Frances E. Falvey
Mathematics
Graduate. Ward-Belmont School;
B A.. B.M.. M.A.. Southern Meth-
odist Univcrsty; Further Gradu-
ate Study, Columbia University.
Sponsor. Fidelity Hall, Captivators,
Mathematics Club.
Helen King Fidlar
Clothing
B.S., M.S.. Iowa State College.
Sponsor, Anti-Pandora Club, Co-
Sponsor, Home Economics Club.
Lucie L. Fountain
French
B.A., Barnard College.
Florence F. Goodrich
Physical Education and
Physiology
B.S., Hillsdale College; M.S., Uni-
versity of Michigan; Graduate
Student. Michigan State College
for Teachers, Merrill-Palmer School
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Louise Gordon
Art
te of the New York School
r and Applied Arts.
Elizabeth Gray
Library Assistant
tte of Ward-Belmont School,
ir, Ariston Club.
Frances Gray
Art History
B.A., Gy i, Innsbruck,
M.A.. New York Univer-
sity; Further Graduate Studv,
\ :w V rk C- .-?.':- tv and Ir.v-,'
sitv of Vienna and the Sorbonne,
Paris.
Nellie Greenburg
Biology
Dorothy Nelson Gregg
Biology
B.A., State University of Iowa
M.S., Iowa State College.
Vera L. Hay
History and English
.. University of" Chic
Q 4
C }
u
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Cora Henderson
Secretarial Training
B.A., Southern College; M.A.,
George Peabodv College for
Teachers.
Frederick Arthur Hexkel
Head of Organ Department
Graduate. Metropolitan College of
Louise White Herrox
English
B.S.. M.A., Vanderbilt Universit:
Alma Hollinger
Biology
B.A., M.A., University of Michi-
gan; Student. Michigan Biological
Station and Marine Biological
Statio.i. Venice, California.
VV. H. HOLLINSHEAD
Chemistry
Ph.G.. D.Sc, Vanderbilt Uni'
Nelle Major
Mathematics
body College fo
Sponsor, Beta Club.
Frances Swenson
McDONOUGH
Foods and Nutrition
Jessie Brewer McGaw
Latin
B.A., Duke University; Graduate
Student, George Peabodv College
for Teachers.
Si sor, Latin Club.
Catherine E. Morrison
Director, Department of
Physical Education
Diploma from Possee Gymnasium,
Boston; Special Student. Chalif
School. New York, and Columbia
University.
Sponsor, Tri K Club. Heron Hall.
Ivar Lou Myhr
English
B.A.. Vanderbilt University ; M.A
George Peabodv College
Teachers; Graduate Student, Ox.
ford University and Cambridge
England, and Yale
for
Unh
Sponsor, Chime
Camilla Nance
Riding
B.S
.
Sargent School of Boston
University.
Sponsor, Penta Tail Club, Turf
and Tanbark Club.
Mary Rachel Norris
Psychology
B.A.. M.A., Bryn MaWr College;
Further Graduate Study. George
Peabodv College for 'Teachers.
and Columbia University.
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Martha K. Ordway
English
Ph.B., University of Chicago;
M.A., George Peabody College for
Teachers.
Sponsor. Triad Club.
Frances Helen Parker
Harp
B.A.. Birmingham-Southern Col-
lege; M.A., Vantlerbilt University;
Study Eastland School of Music
and Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music; Private lessons in Vienna;
Pupil in Master Class of Carlos
Salzedo.
Anna Pugh
English
B.A.. University of Arkansas
M.A., University of Chicago:
Graduate Student. Columbia Uni
versity; Further Graduate Study
George Peabody College
Teachers and Cambridge Un
sity. England.
for
Ellene Ransom
English
B.A., M.A.. Vanderbilt Uniy
Virginia Richey
Librarian
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School;
B.A., Duke University; B.S. in
Library Science, University of
Illinois.
Sponsor, A. K. Club.
Lawrence H. Riggs
Head of Theory Department
College; Rhode;
Oxford
B.A..
Schol.
England; Summer Courses.
cago Musical College, North'
ern University School of M
Graduate of American Institul
Normal Methods.
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Hazel Coate Rose
Kenneth Rose
Head, Violin Department
Pu].:i of McGibeny, It
of A, Ha of
George Leh.nann. Berlin; of Soukv
Prague; Formerly Teacher. Metro
onlitan School of Music. It
dianapolis, and Concert Maste:
,
Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra.
Director, Orchest
Linda Rhea
English
B S.. Vanderbilt University
Columbia University; M.A.
Vanderbilt University.
; M.A
Ph.D
Sponsor. Senior-Middle
Chapel Unit.
Class
C 3
(
Bertha M. Ruef
French
B.A., M.A., Vassar College;
Diplome de Professeur de Fran-
cais, Universite de Toulouse.
Sponsor. French Club, F. F. Club.
Louise Saunders
1
Assistant Librarian
Student, George Peabody College.
Sponsor. Eccowasin Club.
J
Theodora Cooley Scruggs
1
English
B.A.. Wellesley College; M.A.,
Vanderbilt University; Further
Graduate Study. Vanderbilt Uni-
versity.
n h
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Betty Jane Sehmann
Physical Education
U.S.. Texas State College 1
Women; M.A . Columbia.
Sponsor, T. C. Club.
Mary Wynne Shackelford
Director, Department of Art
Graduate, Art Academy of Cin-
cinnati; U.S.. University „f (',,,
einnati; Graduate, Pratt Institute.
School of Fine and Applied Arts;
B.F.A.. School of Fine anil Ap-
plied Arts. New York and Paris.
S sor, Art Club.
Susan S. Souby
English
B.S., M.A.. George Peabodv Col-
Nancy Lunsford
Sutherland
Assistant in Art
Diploma in Art, Ward-Belmoi
School: Certificate, Bonthli;
Studio, Student of Frank Lrona]
Am hue Throne
Piano
Pupil of Maurice Am, is,,,,
Vienna; of Josef Lhevinne. Berlin ;
of Sigismund Stojovvski. New
\ ..ik; ..I liar.. 1.1 Bauer. New York.
Ruby Van Hooser
Religion and Sociology
B.A.. Athens College; Graduate
Scarritt College for Christia.
Workers; Graduate Student, Uni
versity of Chicago; M.A., Colum
bia University.
Sponsor. Y. W. C. A.
Berta Lee Ward
Spanish
B.A., M.A.,
Co-Sponsor,
Olive White
History
B.S., North Texas State Teacln
College; M.A., University
Texas.
Sponsor. Senior Class.
Evelyn Widell
Chemistry
Graduate, Ward Belmont School;
B.A.. Vanderhilt University.
Sponsor. Junior-Middle Class.
Catherine Winnia
Acting Director, Department
of Speech
I.S.. George Peabodv College for
'eachers;
.M. A.. Columbia Uni-
ersity; Director's and Teacher's
ertificate. American Academy of
Pane Tivrntv-Fnii
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In Hfomorutm
MISS FRANCES CHURCH
Miss Frances Church held the position of Librarian at Ward-Belmont
from September. 1929, until November 28, 1939. She successfully
maintained the highest standards in her chosen field of work. The
school lost a true friend and adviser when she passed away.
Pane Twentv-Five


BOARDING COUNCIL
Rolfe. At table—Davis
Every democracy lias, in addition to an executive body,
an organized group of representatives of the great masses
of people who otherwise would have no voice in their
government. Ward-Belmont College has such a plan in
effect under the title of the Student Council. Three such
organizations are maintained for the benefit of college
boarders, day students, and the high school boarding stu-
dents.
Of the three organizations, the College Boarding Student
Betty Ie.nkixs
President of College Boarding
Student Council
President
First Vice-President—
Second Vice-President -
Senior Hall
Hail Hall
Fidelity Hall -
Founders Hall-
Chapel
Senior Hall—
Hail Hall
Fidelity Hall -
Founders Hall.
Council is perhaps the most powerful, no doubt rightly so,
for it represents the majority of the students. Its officers,
elected by the student body and approved by the administra-
tion for a term of one year, must be girls of outstanding
ability. Proctors of the various halls and of the chapel
meet with these members to hear complaints and misde-
meanors of all varieties. The council follows a set form
and fills the need at Ward-Belmont for some expression
of self-government.
OFFICERS
-Betty Jenkins
. Cay Champney
Ann Rolfe
-_-Nancy Davis
First Semester Proctors
__ Ruth Benton
_-Vicki Michel
Penny Shaw
. Virginia Thomison
_-Betty Johnson
Second Semester Proctors
June Simonin
_Mar\' Elizabeth Masengill
Mary Kirklin
Betty' Lowe Dryden
Chal>el Martha Moore
Page Twenty-Eight
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DAY STUDENT COUNCIL
Scaled, left to Perry
The Day Student Council, like its two sister organizations at
Ward-Belmont, believes firmly that the best of all govern-
ments is that which teaches us to govern ourselves. Thus,
it is the purpose of the group to instill in day students as
just a system of discipline as that which exists for the
boarding students.
Although the organization has no written constitution,
tradition demands that its president and first vice-president
be college Seniors and that its second vice-president be a
Senior-Middle. ( (therwise, there are no strict regulations
of ceremony. All officers are elected for one vear. meet
every Tuesday after lunch to read proctor reports and any
cases of dav student dilemmas. Secretary Nancy Perry's
minutes are sent weekly to the advisory board for
discussion.
The day student council has lung served a worthy purpose
at Ward-Belmont, and is one of the most indispensable
groups in the entire school.
OFFICERS
President Kathryn Heitzeberg
First Vice-President Jane Cornelius
Second Vice-President Anita Williamson
Secretary Nancy Perry
High School Representative Lucy Parnell
First Semester Proctor
__Jean Caldwell
Second Semester Proctor Martha Allen
Page Twenty-Nine
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Kathryn Heitzeberg
President of Day Student Council
A
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HIGH SCHOOL COUNCIL
Seated, left h h, Furrh, Dawson, Hamilton, Lackey
Modern education demands adequate self-expression, as
witnessed by the curricula revolutions all over the United
States within the past few years in favor of democracy
in the classroom as well as within the nation itself. Last
year the high school at Ward-Belmont achieved the rosy
splendor of an individual student council instead of inclu-
sion with the college boarding council. Now, in its second
year of existence, the younger organization has proved
itself a most happy thought and an acknowledged success
in the handling of high school discipline. Its board is com-
posed of outstanding girls elected for one semester only
to fulfill their important jobs to the best of their ability.
Undoubtedly it is to them that the success of the organi-
zation is in a large measure due.
Student government at Ward-Belmont is composed of three
divisions. That is, the student-elected governing body,
an advisory body of faculty, and the administration. In
the high school unit the advisory board is made up of Miss
Nelle Major, a member of the high school faculty; Miss
Catherine E. Morrison, sponsor of the high school hall
;
and Miss Emma I. Sisson. dean of residence.
OFFICERS
President. First Semester Betty Caldwell
President, Second Semester Ruth Whittlesey
Vice-President and Secretary -Beth Holcombe
Treasurer Mary Julia Ross
Underclass Representative -- Rebecca Watson
Chapel Representative Mariana Evans
Praetor. Heron Hall \leene Mueller
Ruth Whittlesey
and Semester President Page Thirty
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Y. W. C. A
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet at Tennessee Children's Home: Outer Circle—Biel, Tuxes, Reeves. Lookadoo, T. Johnston, Murtagh,
Johnson, Haldt. Inner Circle—Hickerson, Harton, McDonald. In Background—McManus, Cochran
No one realizes better than the Young Women's Christian
Association of Ward-Belmont that religion is a necessary
factor in every well-balanced life. So it is through the
close-knit organization of this group that Christian educa-
tion becomes a part of the environment of every girl in the
school. Working in accord with like groups at Vanderbilt
University. Peabody College, and Scarritt. the "Y" has
a rapidly spreading influence throughout Nashville and its
vicinity. This year Y. W. C. A. affairs include the Tennes-
see Children's Home within the scope of their activities.
In addition to sponsoring and arranging Ward-Belmont
Sunday evening Vesper services, the group also provides
entertainment for the school in the form of the "Y" dance.
the Valentine party, and memorable Peanut Week. Petite
president, Elizabeth Hickerson. and her committee chair-
men have combined efforts to make "Y" work this year
equal, as well as surpass, last year's excellent system of
organized worship.
CABINET
President
First Vice-President—
Secojid Vice-President.
Secretary
Treasurer
... Elizabeth Hickerson
Lily Bvrd
Mary Elizabeth Jones
. Edwina Graff
. June Haldt
CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES
High School Representative Marilyn Lookadoo
Public Affairs ._ Frances Wheeler
Tennessee Children's Home Helen McManus, Irma Katheryn Biel
Community Tours Suzanne McDonald
Membership Marilyn Reeves
Entertainment ... __ Nancy Deen
Junior League Home Mary Elizabeth Masencill, Connie Wright
Posters Jane Johnston
Old Ladies' Home Betty Johnson
Vanderbilt Hospital _ Nancy Young
World Fellowship Virginia Dare Stallings
Hyphen Reporter Martha Moore
Worship Committee Mary Kirklin
Sponsor „ Miss Ruby Van Hooser
Page Thirty-One
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Elizabeth Hickerson
President of Y. IV. C. A.
A
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HYPHEN
i row—Ryan, Champion, Davis, P
Johnson, Miss Van Deren, sponsor:
Plummer, Crum, Greer. Fourth rozv-
Dailey, Wootten, Cotten, Schrader. Second
»ce, Rolfe. Third row—Kent, Farwell, Shaw,
c, Thomison, M. Moore, M, A. Moore, Huffma
McManus, Oswald, Ward, Kelley, Tillman
;, Crane, editor;
Perry, Richards,
Sparks, Emble-
At Ward-Belmont the Hyphen makes it a point to spread
the news before it happens. No longer do young reporters
sit calmly around the Hyphen office waiting for stories to
be phoned in. Their jobs begin long before then, when
faithful watchdogs of coming events sniff out the news
and hastily type it to meet Tuesday noon dead lines.
All day Tuesday and a goodly portion of the night find
harassed "Rusty" Crane, editor, puckering a worried fore-
head over her dummies, and the rest of the staff in various
stages of anxietv over the following Saturday's edition of
onsor Miss Mai 'Nov
is she juggles H\f>licn.
3 in two dainty palms.
f inestimable value to
the Oracle of Ward-Belmont, !
Van Deren 's size belies her ability
Milestones, and alumnae activit
Her "Well, why don't you?" is
I [yphenites.
Every school must have a newssheet. Not many have as
line a one as Ward-Belmont School may boast of. for this
year its N. S. P. A. award proclaimed it a first-class junior
college publication.
Edith Crane
Editor of Hyphen
M
STAFF
Editor ——Edith Crane
Associate Editor Margery Lawrence
Day Student Editor _ — Nancy Stone
News Editor — Virginia Cotten
Feature Editors Betty Macks and Patricia Johnson
Copy Editor Ann Rolfe
Copy Reader — Carlene Rice
Circulation Manager — Ethlyn Crum
Adviser — Miss Mai Flournoy Van Deren
FEATURE WRITERS AND REPORTERS
Frances Farwell, Helen McManus, Martha Moore, Elaine Kent. Phyllis Shaw,
Edith Dailey, Mary Evelyn Richards. Mary Ann Hunter, Angeline Tillman, Mary
Wom.uk, Mary Rice Seaton, Jo Sparks, Virginia Thomison, Winalee Gentry, Posy
Oswald, Hortense Kelley, Nancy Perry, Mary Ann Moore, Nancy Davis, Peggy
Sedwitz, Mary Aileen Cochran, Ehwina Graff, Celdon Medaris, Kay Champion,
Evelyn Greer, Connie Clark, Annetta Gray, Gerda Wootten. Winkie Pierce,
Pec, Plummer, and Ann Emuleton
OFFICE HELP
Marion Ryan, Eernii: Hamilton, Helen Ward, Evelyn Huffman, and Christine
Schrader
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MILESTONES
Left to right—Johns ix, Caldwell, Miss Van Deren, s/>oi
Not in pictu
; Parker, Dortch. L. B\
-Kent, editor: Parnell
Bloom. Foreground—M. Bvrd.
Memory is one of the greatest gifts given to mankind;
a yearbook is one of the greatest gifts any school may
bestow upon its students to preserve their memory of that
portion of their lives. The work of the staff of such a
book is not only to set down the history of the year but to
make that history as modern and alive as it is possible
for it to become. To this end, has industrious Elaine Kent
bent all her efforts so that the student body as well as her
own staff might realize and appreciate that fact.
This year the staff members chose the theme of the modern
motion picture theatre as a typical means of presenting "the
show of the year." Strange terms like "double-page
spreads." "layouts," "copy space." and "type face" have
come to hold a real meaning for the industrious staff mem-
bers and their editor.
It is a difficult thing to please everyone all of the time.
Lincoln originated that thought: Editor Kent fervently
echoed it. Not all of the annual may please anv one. vet
parts of it will appeal to everyone. Knowing this is true,
the Milestones staff of 1939-40 will rest assured that
thev have carried out their purpose.
STAFF
Editor Elaixe Kent
Associate Editor Roberta Dortch
Day Student Editor Lucy Parnell
Business Manager. First Semester Jaxe Parker
Feature Editor Patricia Johxson
Day Student Representative Jeax Caldwell
Hiiih School Representative, First Semester __ Mary Dexter Blocxt
Art Editors Mary and Lily Byrij
Photographic Editor Frances Farwell
Assistant Photographic Editor Jeax Bloom
Adviser , Miss Mai Flournoy Van Derex
Page Thirty-Three
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Elaine Kent
Editor of Milestones
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CHIMES
Standing, left to right—McGehee, Cochran, Grissi
Scaled, left to right—Cleland, Bryan, McDc
Benton,
ali>, cditoi Mis
,
Oswald, Robi>
Myhr, adviser
The bells of Ward-Belmont have provided the incentive
for more than one feature of the school, and thus it was
with the Ward-Belmont literary magazine. Grouping the
individual writing of many talented students into a repre-
sentative magazine, the editors resolved several years ago
to dub this work Chimes, because no other term so well
expressed the announcement of their talent quite so aptly
as this.
Today Suzanne McDonald and an eager squad of assist-
ants thrice yearly sort the good from the bad and bestow
a finished magazine upon the students of Ward-Belmont in
December, March, and May.
Both high school and college students have found a place
for their work in Chimes, and with the publication of
the May issue Miss Myhr, the enthusiastic sponsor, and
the members of the staff may well feel that the vear 1939-
40 has been a most worth-while one in the development
of the life of this, our literary magazine.
I ^ . 1
STAFF
Editor Suzanne McDonald
. Issociate Editor Martha Bryan
Associate Editor Pauline Grisso
. Issociate Editor Betty Cleland
Associate Editor Jessie Osment
Associate Editor Mary Aileen Cochran
Associate Editor Carolyn Robinson
. issociate Editor Diane Winnia
Exchange Editor Ruth Benton
Art Editor Ellen . McGehee
Business Manager Posy Oswald
Faculty Adviser Miss Ivar Lou Myhr
Suzanne McDonald
Editor of Chimes
s
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Scaled, left to right—Sedwitz, Rye, Gordon, Edwards, Sutherland, Lawrence, Schrad:
Henley, Champion. Presenting awards—Haltom. Standing, left to right—Taylor, Evan
Kelley, Hickerson, Braytox, Pierce, Harton
Haldt,
Wilson,
Haynes,
FuRRH,
Huffman, Demmer,
Guthrie, Johnson,
The secret of the success of athletics at Ward-Belmont is
no secret at all, for it lies, in a large measure, in the ef-
ficient management of the various sports of the Athletic
Association and its competent board. Headed by pint-sized,
energetic Chris Schrader and June Haldt. the organization
this year has proved itself one of the most active.
The entire association is made up of two groups—active
and participating members. Active members are those
who have made varsities or required points by club team
play; participating members belong for the pure joy of it.
The first six members of the board are elected by the active
members, the remainder by the board and the gym office.
This group meets once a month and hashes out new schemes
for more varied activity for book-weary members. En-
tertainment sponsored by the organization each year in-
cludes the campus tours in affiliation with the V. \Y. C. A. :
a large party, this Year a football dance November 18; an
interhall party January 27; a banquet for all members in
May ; three chapel programs to award recognition for fall,
winter, and spring sports.
OFFICERS
President, First Semester Christine Schrader
President. Second Semester June Haldt
Vice-President June Haldt
Secretary Melyssa Haynes
Treasurer Margery Lawrence
General Manager Kate Haltom
Assistant General Manager Ratherine Ed\yards
Sponsor ;. Miss Katherine E. Morrison
Page Thirty-Fi;
Christine Schrader
President, First Semester
June Haldt
President. Second Semester
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Conversation and bidding at this bridge party arc carried on in Fr
FRENCH CLUB:
"Parlez-vous Francais?" If not, then you are
denied the privilege of becoming a member of
the Ward-Belmont French Club. Meetings held
once a month in the "green room" include only
those students having an honor standing in class-
work. No trite exhibitions of knowledge, the
monthly get-togethers are planned to provide en-
tertainment and enjoyment for members of the
organization. October's contribution to the annals
of French Club history was a play, rehearsed and
enacted by Senior club members. Other meet-
ings have found girls busy with bridge, learning
French songs, or French carols.
OFFICERS
President Anne Louise Eidell
/ 'ice-President Jane Steagall
Secretary Olivia Landstrom
Treasurer June Simonin
n( (Miss Bertha Ruef"
) Miss Elizabeth Chitwood
MATHEMATICS CLUB?
Once upon a time a mathematics teacher in a
southern girls' school grouped together scien-
tifically-minded students, taught them how to
play bridge, chess, checkers, toss dice, pitch
pennies, and conduct school surveys, and so Math
Club was born. The mathematics teacher was
fun-loving Miss Frances Falvey. and the math
students rose out of a mass of formulas, equa-
tions, and trigonometry—and loved it.
OFFICERS
Presidents- Nancy Deen
Secretary-Treasurer .__ Nancy Gunn
Sponsor Miss Frances Falvey
pitching verifies the law of probability to the Mathematics Club
<it Rome lives fo dern girls through the Latin Club
LATIN CLUB
Although "ego amo te" is almost the extent of
the average individual's knowledge of Latin
among our great American public, the Latin Club
at Ward-Belmont has more than a passing ac-
quaintance with conjugations, accusative cases,
and neuter gender. Under the direction of Mrs.
McGaw the group has taken an active part in
plavs and the Latin contest in which they carried
away major honors.
OFFICERS
President . Patsy Proctor
rice-President Mildred Stahlman
Secretary — Ann Elizabeth McCarley
Treasurer- __.Edith Davis
Sponsor .Mrs. Howard MiG.wv
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ART CLUB
Nancy Da-ois presides over a meeting of the enthusiastic Art Club
Sponsored by Miss Shackelford, the Art Club presents OFFICERS
both out-of-town and school speakers to eager members. President Nancy Davis
has seven or eight large exhibits each year, and holds an Vice-President ___Mary Jane Becker
art exhibit tea in the early spring for Ward-Belmont girls Secretary— -Mary Alice Sensing
as well as about five hundred Nashville guests. New this Treasurer^ ___Katherine Byars
year is the Camera Club section under the chairmanship of dJstudent'R^^ti^Z "~ivll Brockman
Frances Farwell. Meetings of both sections are held month- High School Representative—
_. Lois Balm
ly; interest increases daily. Sponsor Miss Mary Wynne Shackelford
-
-- ,.-''.i*7V' ':»
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SPANISH CLUB
Spanish Club provides an csting means of relexation froi
Around the monthly gatherings of the Spanish Club there
lingers the faint aroma of old Spain ; its castanets, black
lace, bullfights, and romance. Perhaps the reason for this
aura of glamour is the fact that Sponsors Thomas Donner
and Berta Lee Ward have imported interesting South
American movies that give members a deeper insight into
the life, customs, and dress of the countries whose native
tongue is the object of their study.
i classroom ivork
OFFICERS
President JaVe Stockdale
Vice-President Margaret Hayden
Secretary Lucy Buell
_ (Mr. Thomas Donner
Sponsors — -j.
r
_ T ,,,/Miss Berta Lee ward
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Grand finale of III
Every Monday evening students who rush madly to and
from the library hear strangely interesting sounds pro-
ceeding from the general direction of the chapel. Those
well informed realize immediately that the talented Ward-
Belmont Orchestra is merely holding another session under
the expert guidance of Conductor Kenneth Rose. Num-
bering fifty-five members in all. the group includes the
eleven members of the string ensemble which shares in
many campus activities. Alain event of the year for
players is the annual recital of the orchestra held each
spring, this year April 11. with violinist Grace Baird as
soloist.
OFFICERS
President Grace Baird
Secretary--. Evelyn Greer
Librarian Elva Dyer
Sponsor Kenneth Rose
GLEE CLUB
The Glee Club star 17/ sfir
The "celestial melody" of the voice may be heard almost
any Tuesday or Friday evening when Glee Club rehearsals
are held in the chapel. Under the leadership of Mr. Dal-
ton, the group has become more active than ever before.
December found them deep in the study of the vocal parts
for the Christmas play, and .May brought the added
triumph of a spring conceit. An exchange concert with
Western Kentucky Teachers College in Bowling Green
finished off an excellent season.
OFFICERS
President Celdon Medaris
Secretary-Treasurer Evelyn Scarbrough
Director Sydney Dalton
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PENSTAFF CLUB =
A struggling writer finds it difficult to achieve
recognition in almost an)' place except at Ward-
Belmont. Here, there has long been established
an organization for those who desire, above all
else, to express themselves for the benefit of
others. Penstaff is a high school organization
composed of twenty-two girls who wish to spon-
sor a greater interest in creative writing. Mem-
bership is attained by submitting two manuscripts,
one of which must be prose, to be read and voted
upon before club members.
OFFICERS
President Dorothy Reinke
Vice-President Mary Heron Mitchell
Secretary Robin Hirsig
Sponsor Mrs. Max Souby
rs of Penstaff Club discuss Hi
GERMAN CLUB
ata'c ivntng
An announcement of Der Deutsche Verein means
to the German-minded students of Ward-Bel-
mont that the German Club is about to hold one
of its monthly meetings. A small organization, it
is entirely composed of outstanding girls, firmly
asserts Miss Dietrich, its sponsor.
OFFICERS
President Audrey Jane Hunter
Sponsor Miss Dorothy Dietrich
carols, composers, and auttio uteres! tliis group
BETA CLUB E
New this year on Ward-Belmont's campus is an
organization which affords due recognition to
girls who shine when intellect is necessary. The
Beta Club, an exclusive high school group, was
installed in the high school to develop character
as well as an appreciation of knowledge and those
who possess it. The oft-occupied "green room"
finds itself literally teeming with outstanding girls
on the third Wednesday of every month, as Beta
Club members meet in informal discussion of
their own organization.
OFFICERS
President Betty Maddin
Vice-President Carolyn Gwaltney
Secretary Susan White
Treasurer
: Nancy Stone
Sponsor Miss Nellie Major
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TURFand TANBARK
"The purpose of Turf and Tanbark Club is to encourage
interest in riding, and to make for companionship between
girls who love horses." says dark, attractive Marilyn
Reeves, president of the organization. No one in the group
takes greater interest than she. yet every girl desired above
all else that the club progress this year as never before.
Members have taken part in the fall and spring horse
shows, the New York International Horse Show, the
Kentucky Derby trip, a visit to Tennessee's famous Milky
Wav Farm, and a big Christmas dinner at the Tri K club-
house in which new members were installed.
OFFICERS
esidcnt
Cretan I
-Marilyn Reeves
Frances Farwell
s Camilla Nance
CAPTIVATORS
Ward-Beh
Since a sage named Auerbach once remarked that music
washes from the soul the dust of everyday life, it is safe
to assume that every Thursday evening the souls of Ward-
Belmont diners are pure as the driven snow. The fifth
night of every week is the signal for dinner-dancing at
the school, for Winkie Pierce and her Captivators entertain
all during the meal with the latest popular hits. The belles
of Ward-Belmont encore concert singers with great gusto,
•it enjoys dancing to the mime of the Captivators
yet they also find time to applaud the quartet, wee Nancy
Davis' rendition of "Scatterbrain." and to try out the
newest dance step against a background of "In the Mood."
OFFICERS
Director Winkie Pierce
Secretary Shirley Allison
Treasurer June Simonin
Librarian ._ Roberta Dortch
Sponsor Miss Frances Falyey
Pane Forty
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EXPRESSION
Speech department and choir cooperate in Easter play
Star light, stars bright, and most of these are to be found
in the speech department rehearsing for some Ward-Bel-
mont drama. Designed to aid the student to meet more
successfully the problem of self-adjustment. Miss Catherine
Winnia and assistant. Miss Rita Dilley's speech classes
include such featured players as Hortense Kellev. lune
Simonin, Kate Haltom, Sarah Oakley, and Dorothy Nelle
Lee of Easter play fame. The climax of this year's pro-
ductions was Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream.
which was presented in Club Village on June 1. Every
outstanding- cinema studio has its drama school ; every
outstanding college has its speech department.
HOME EC CLUB
Mrs. Fidlar rfij nbers of the Ho
Nineteen hundred forty marked the beginning of another
year of world unrest, but here it was the occasion for a
much more pleasant venture. The Ward-Belmont home
economics department organized, for the first time, a de-
partmental club to further interest in that valuable science
and its related subjects.
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OFFICERS
President Nancy Young
I 'ice-President Barbara Stephen's
Secretary Jane Morton
, (Mrs. Helen King Fidlar
(Mrs. W. G. McDonough
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HOCKEY
Hockey calls for speed and action
Main jinx of the hockey season were the
tie games which stymied a surprising
number of clubs. The ill-fated Agora
squad began the contest with a tie with
the T. C.'s, and from then on tied every
game. The T. C.'s. recipients of a glanc-
ing blow from the hand of Chance, also
tied one other game.
True matinee melodrama was displayed
in the Tri K-X. L. conflict. The squads
had resolved themselves to a zero tie and
settled down to a trite exhibition of stick
work. Suddenly heroine Mariana Evans
entered the picture, slid the ball cleverly
between the goal posts to win a victory
for the jubilant Tri K's in the last three
minutes of play. A similar Thursday
thriller was played between two da}' stu-
dent clubs, the Eccowasins and Angkors.
Until the final five minutes of the game,
the score was tied ; but. when the con-
fusil >n had finally roused the anguished
Angkors, they found the score stood at
2-0 for their opponents, who incidentally
won the entire tournament.
Most unique feature of a unique tourna-
ment was the manner in which the Ec-
cowasin Club won the trophy. Ordinari-
ly, each club is permitted to participate in
three games, winning teams meet in the
semifinals, and the final game is a battle
to the last stick between the two flash
teams of the school. Nineteen hundred
thirty-nine, however, found the Ecco-
wasins the only team with three wins to
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its credit when the preliminary series was
over. Five teams were tied for second
place, and four, the Del Vers, Osirons,
Tri K's, and Aristons. had two wins each.
The remaining club. T. C. possessed one
win and two ties. But the scores, figured
on a basis of five points per win, two
and one-half for ties, proved conclusively
that the Eccowasin team had no imme-
diate rival for the play-oft' game.
Although interclass hockey poured the
limelight on a galaxy of featured players,
club hockey resounded with the names
of early headliners. Anita Williamson,
Ariston. noted for leadership in any sport,
stole many a scene from rival exhibition-
ists. Little Penny Shaw, proving- the
determination of the redheads, was Penta
Tau's chief celebrity, and Peg Sedwitz,
on hand as usual, held a vicious hockey
stick in one hand and a fist full of trick
plays in the other. The Agora defense
line, consisting of three veterans. Law-
rence. Kellev. and Champion, was un-
doubtedly the most outstanding section
of its squad. At least three bells should
be awarded T. C.'s release of Ross, Rolfe.
Caldwell, and Taylor, in a united artists'
feature.
College Varsity
Anita Williamson
Edna Beavton
Christine Schrader
Angeline Tillman
Louise Jahncke
Mary Frances Hill
Ethel Butterweck
Connie Wright
June Haldt
Margaret Henoersojs
Kate Haltom
High School Varsity
Mildred Stahlman
Dorothy Reinke
Betty Caldwell
Frankie Taylor
Mariana Evans
Elizabeth Ann McCarley
Carolyn Robinson
Edith Davis
Mary Farris
Alice Thompson
Mary Cooper
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DANCING
Such dancing idols of the screen as Fred Astaire, Eleanor Powell, Zorina, and
( ringer Rogers hold no higher place in the hearts of the Ward-Belmont public than
their own agile stars. Coached by Miss Mary Elizabeth Delaney. the dance
majors have developed a reputation favorably reviewed by school and city
papers alike.
Although such minor productions as school holidays, Kiwanis Club meetings,
and teachers' convention luncheons make Delaney dancers much in demand,
their talents are directed toward three major extravaganzas each year. First
of these was the fall dance recital held earlv in December and previewed by a
capacity crowd of both students and visitors. The drama of the dance was
divided into eleven scenes and two acts, all of which were publicity-perfect in
one respect or another. The virtues of versatility were ably shown by the
varied talents of Mary Aileen Cochran, Betsy Ann Humphries. Irma Katherine
Biel, LaVonne Phillips, Louise Jahncke and many others. The brilliant hues
of scarlet skating costumes melted into the pastel pinks of ballet to produce
a kaleidoscope of colors which would have done credit to any Hollywood super-
production.
Second box-office success of an ultra-fortunate season was the spring recital
held March 15, which brought down an enthusiastic house with its abundance of
beauty, costuming, and truly remarkable grace and rhythm. Hits of the evening
were the tap routine by bench warmers Barbara Wallace. Mary Aileen Cochran,
and Betsy Ann Humphries. Louise Jahncke's unusual agility in acrobatic work,
and the tap solo by Betsv Ann Humphries. In addition, the ballets were a joy
to behold and critics were unanimous in praise of plot, action, and stars. Third
drawing card of the year was May Haw an unqualified headliner.
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TENNIS
With Ward-Belmont, as with the movie colony, tennis is a favorite sport. Observers
follow the bouncing- ball with almost as great an enthusiasm as the players themselves,
and the finals are played oft with quantities of backstage discussion as to superiority
of form and endurance.
The gym casting board was filled early in the season with the names of many players,
amateur and rising stars. Three first-round rivalries are worthy of critics' attention.
Frankie Taylor and Harriett Roberts engaged in a swift-moving thriller that eventually
conceded victory to Frankie ; Mariana Evans, blonde high school bombshell, triumphed
over Joanne Hampton ; Marv Wilson and Peg Sedwitz of the 1938 varsity met in a fate-
ful encounter which advanced veteran Peg to round two.
"A" production of the year in the tennis court circles was the final match between Mary
Furrh, high school heroine, and Virginia Love Graves. Tense excitement of the actual
feature was no letdown from the publicity build-up it had received. The calm, steady
ability of Mary Furrh proved itself an advantage to the brilliantly erratic performance of
her opponent. The final curtain was rung down on a score of 6-3. 3-6. 6-4, showing the
convincing second-act animation of Miss Graves.
Much press notice was given Ward-Belmont's latest leading ladv of tennis, vet she has
already found that to rest on past laurels is fatal. The new season is developing many
a contender for the tennis crown, and the 1940 scenario may call for an even larger group
of up-and-coming star material.
After the ball
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horsemanship is learned in the ring
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RIDING
( )ut iii the riding' ring at Ward-Belmont
each year there may be discovered clouds
of dust through which the dim forms of
eager equestrians ride madly. Directing
this action-packed drama is no burly,
knicker-clad technician, but a slim, brown-
eyed Ward-Belmont alumna. Miss Ca-
milla Nance.
Such stand-by outstanders as "Faf" Far-
well. Lily and Mary Byrd, Marilyn
Reeves. Sarah Wilhite. Virginia Coblentz,
Kate Haltom, June Haldt. Posy Oswald,
and Suzanne McDonald gave 1940 per-
formances worthy of at least ten blue
ribbons. But those who were new had
opportunity to rise and shine in both the
fall and spring horse shows. Calm
Nancy Deen possesses true English horse
sense, well proven by her fall show skill
;
Marjorie Barnes, Nancy Fischer. Carol
Bryant, and Mary Jane Becker are also
newcomers to the ring, but they have in
common a knack for blending their talent
into perfect riding symmetry.
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The fall horse show, sponsored as usual
by Turf and Tanbark Club, was as usual
a success. Airs. Oscar Noel, Nashville
horsewoman, judged the events, assisted
by June Haldt and Sarah Wilhite ; Presi-
dent Burk presented the awards to the
triumphant winners. Division winners
were Peg Plummet". Artabelle Grover.
Nancy Deen, Mary Elizabeth Masengill,
Betty Bascombe ; and Nancy Deen and
Nancy Fischer in the pair class. The
Penta Tau Club proved itself athletic as
well as sociable by its acceptance of the
silver cup for the most points.
With the appearance of the first crocus,
Miss Nance and her prodigies trotted out
around the familiar cinder path to spe-
cialize in three- and rive-gaited work
and to learn the elements of successful
jumping.
The spring horse show, judged by Miss
Virginia Kiesel, proved the superiority
of the X. L.'s by the riding ability of
"Faf" Farwell, Suzie McDonald. Mary
Jane Becker, and the Byrd twins. June
Haldt. successful throughout four years
of riding, was awarded the best rider
ribbon to climax an action-packed spring
drama.
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Basketball this year at Ward-Belmont produced a bumpy crop of
bruised shins, but it also proved that the young ladies of one of the
South's best girls' schools have skill and endurance that should be
difficult to equal.
The news of this year's winners is stale by now, but the tenacity of
purpose that they exhibited is not. The Agoras, emerging from a back-
ground of mediocre athletic ability, this year forged their way to the
top in a series of hard-fought battles with some of the best-equipped
opponents produced for several years.
Three tournament rounds were held as usual with all clubs participating.
Five teams emerged from this field with clear records: the X. L.'s.
Tri K's, Angkors, Aristons, and Agoras. These clubs represented the
choicest apples in the 1940 barrel, possessing accuracy and timing, both
valuable assets in any basketball tournament.
The quarter-finals saw the defeat of the Tri K's by the surprisingly
powerful X. L.'s, and the day student Aristons sailed triumphantly to
victory with Angkors aweigh. The semifinals brought the sturdy X. L.
sextet to its knees before the Agoras.
According to custom, the Agora-Ariston game was a thing of beauty
and a joy forever to sports enthusiasts. It possessed superior guards,
forwards, and those necessary few with an eye for the basket. \\ itb
Virginia Coblentz supplying the humor and Hortense Kelley supplying
the baskets, the boarding student club had an unbeatable combination.
However, the sparkling, vivid play of Anita Williamson, and her team-
mates Adams and Miller accounted for the excellent showing of the
day student group.
Each club had its major drawing card. The X. L.'s Mary Bauman
exhibited her basketwise eye and her goalward maneuvering; Mariana
Evans of the Tri K's played the game with undefeatable spirit
;
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Holcombe of the Angkors and Tillman, a Triad, were perhaps out-
standing- for their clubs. As adept on the court as she is on the dance
floor was long-limbed Louise Jahncke who was the guiding light of
the F. F. team. Pluckiest group of the entire tournament was the
small, substituteless Del Vers squad who, although defeated time
after time, maintained a spirit that was envied by many another club.
Basketball is ordinarily not a feminine accomplishment, but to the
modern girl it is a pastime that contains a large percentage of skill,
thrills, and an opportunity to develop sportsmanship of- the highest
kind.
AGORA
Ayora 50—Eccozvasin 9
Agora 58—Del Vers 16
Agora 40—F. F. 11
A. K.
A. K. 21—Ariston 41
A. K. 4—Tri K 29
A. K. 11—X. L. 45
ANGKOR
Angkor 24—Eccozvasin 12
Angkor S—Triad 5
Angkor 16—T. C. 10
ANTI-PANDORA
Anti-Pandora 13—Osiron IS
Anti-Pandora 15—T. C. 36
Anti-Pandora 13—Ariston 43
ARISTON
Ariston 26—Osiron 23
Ariston 43—Anti-Pandora 13
Ariston 41—A. K. 21
DEL VERS
Del I 'crs 16—Actora 58
Del Vers (default)—Tri K
Del J 'crs 13—X. L. 55
ECCOWASIN
Eccozvasin 12—Angkor 24
Eccozvasin 9—Agora 50
Eccozvasin 12—X. L. 54
F. F.
F. F. U—Agora 40
F. F. 4— Triad 20
F. F. 30—Penta Tan 11
OSIRON
Osiron 14— T. C. 22
Osiron 23—Ariston 26
Osiron IS—Anti-Pandora 13
PENTA TAU
Pcnta Tan 11—F. F. 30
Penta Tan 6—Tri K 25
Pcnta Tan 11— Triad 25
T. C.
T. C. 22—Osiron 14
T. C. 36—Anti-Pandora 15
T. C. 10—Angkor 16
TRIAD
Triad 25—Pcnta Tan 11
Triad 5—Angkor S
Triad 20—F. F. 4
TRI K
Tri K —Del I 'crs ( default)
Tri K 25—Penta Tan 6
Tri K 29—A. K. 4
X. L
X. L. 54—Eccozvasin 12
X. L. 55—Del Vers 13
X. L. 45—A. K. 11
BASKETBALL VARSITIES
College Varsity
Anita Williamson
Elizabeth Hickekson
hortense kellev
Edna Beayton
[•Catherine Champion-
Alice Harto.n
High School Varsity
Frankie Taylor
Marjorie Wilson
Lucy Parnei.l
Mariana Evans
Mary Furrh
Ermin Guthrie
BOWLING
Thursday. March 7. was a happy day for the T. C. Club at Ward-Belmont, for
it was on this date that they won the bowling cup. outpointing their nearest rival.
the Angkors, by 125 points. The contest had begun nine days before on February
27
.
with each team bowling three times until the finals of the tournament.
The first round of the contest was without any startling developments. The
X. L.'s led the field the first day with 500. Angkors and T. C.'s running close
seconds and thirds. Individual high scores were turned in by Mary Beth Lovell,
Mary Byrd, Martha Bryan, and Patty Johnson.
Second round of the tournament found the T. C.'s with the most on the ball,
1,002, to be exact. The Eccowasins followed closely with 937, and the persistent
Angkors two points below with 955. During this period, little Mary Dawson
turned in a neat 167; Kit Edwards. 144; Frankie Taylor, 136.
Reel three brought to excited spectators the final round in an interesting season.
Final scores for the competitors were: T. C.'s. 1.530; Angkors, 1.477; Eccowasins.
1.578. Individual scorers of the afternoon were Mary Dawson again with 177,
Mary Frances Charlton with 153, and twinkling W'inkie Pierce stowing away 151.
The 'final round gave the bowling cup conclusively to the terrific T. C.'s as Pierce.
Haltom. Taylor, and Grabiel jauntily finished things up with a score of 2.045.
BOWLING VARSITIES
First Varsity
Mary Dawson
Mary Beth Love
Kate Haltom
Winkie Pierce
Martha Bryan
Patricia Johnso
Second Varsity
[Catherine Edwards
ary Frances Charlton"
Mary Frances Hill
Betty Baird
June Haldt
Frankie Taylor
Angeltne Tillman
Sallies in tin- alley
SWIMMING
The nearest most movie headliners ever get to the cool waters of a pool are the
publicity stills which are taken with them at its side. Proving their dissimilarity
in this respect as well, the girls who have taken swimming this vear have spent
their time in takes and retakes in order to equal the records of former years.
That this practice has not been in vain is shown by the swimming meet held
in March and won by the talent of the X. L. Club.
Highest individual scorer of the entire meet was Ariston's Anita Williamson who
piled up a total score of twenty-one points. Pat Warren of the Angkors was
second with twenty and one-half points, and Faf Farwell of the victorious X. L.'s
claimed twelve and one-half as her cut. All together there were eleven events
with one smashed record in the fifty-foot underwater swim made by Pat Warren
and Anita Williamson. Total points of the meet were twenty-nine for the X. L.'s.
seventeen for last year's winners, the Tri K's. and sixteen for third placers, the
T. C.'s.
LIFE SAVINS
Seniors
Betty Boone
Lucy Buell
Cay Champney
Virginia Collins
Priscilla Edgett
Frances Farwell
Margery Lawrence
Betsy Ann Humphries
Betty MacMillan
Ann Miller
Suzanne Rye
Angeline To. i. man-
Mary Walton Wright
Georgia Kathryn Smith
Junior
Mary Schneider
inita WMiamS
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No Hollywood wizard of make-up has ever achieved the Martian splen-
dor of the fencer's plastron, mask, and foil. No wild western thriller
can equal the drama of Aliss Betty Jane Sehmann's little biweekly
features in a corner of the Ward-Belmont gymnasium. It is here that
Sehmann-like skill is sought and accomplished by students only after
hours of practice and a grim determination to learn the gentle art of
self-defense. No clinging vines, they soon become masters of an art
in which the sword is far superior to the pen.
The Ward-Belmont high lights in the world of sports are incomplete
without mention of golf, America's great spring pastime. Ward-
Belmont novices content themselves with practice at the school, but
advanced low scorers are allowed the privilege of play at Percy Warner
Park, where individual par games give evidence of their proficiency.
Ann Embleton, Elaine Kent, Mary Byrd, and Janie Johnston are
among the school's chief putters.
So both within the Ward-Belmont studio and on location at Percy
Warner Park, important scenes have been made this spring, not for
the benefit of a group of potential observers, but for the betterment
of performers' skill. In such a manner is lasting talent brought to the
fore and sportdom's great created from amateurs possessed of a will
to learn.
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SPRING SPORTS
Along with checked gingham, sandals, and spring fever come the sports which
serve as added attractions to the feature-length productions of fall and winter
athletics. This year, since tennis was not offered, students contented themselves
with archery, baseball, swimming, and track.
Archery brought many aspirants to fame out on location twice each week.
Gradually practice brought perfection, and a quantity of potential Robin Hoods
and William Tells emerged from the extra ranks. Baseball, incentive for minor
damages to incautious amateurs, also called forth the best efforts of sports
columnists. Track was a newcomer to the ranks of hits. Stunt girls hurdled,
raced, broad-jumped, and pole-vaulted their way to public approval.
Gym office talent scouts soon took more than ordinary notice of such spring
celebrities as Louise Jahncke, making track history ; Hortense Kelley and "Pinky"
Hickerson, piling up their quota of runs around the baseball diamond : Kate
Haltom, rapidly elevating the T. C. batting average ; Gerda Wootten, devoted to
her bow of the archery range ; and Mary Bauman, causing more than one sensa-
tional upheaval in the swimming pool.
On the "must see" list of spring dramas are the Morrison studio all-star hit
Favorable reviews have guaranteed their success in 1941.
Achievement as witnessed on the archery range The /'lay's the thing on the baseball diamond
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AGORA CLUB
A
Miss Gertrude Casebier
Sponsor
HORTENSE KeI.LEY
President
Mary Joyce Ci
Elizabeth Hi.
Juke Simo
Evolution has proved the fact that man l>v nature is a so-
ciable creature. Social clubs at Ward-Belmont have given
further evidence of that fact by filling a once present gap
in the chain of school society. All clubs are on an equal
basis, each being known for its friendliness, spirit, or
membership. The Agora Club is perhaps better known for
the close-knit comradeship of its girls than for any other
feature. Hortense Kelley, stately Martha of Washington
Day and president of the club, reverses tactics for a hockey
game or a battle on the basketball court
; petite Pinky Hick-
erson. ribbons flying, has yet to meet her match in basket-
ball or "Y" work; Jane Morley trills a wicked high C;
Betty Laird, a second semester newcomer, rapidly made a
name for herself and her club along bowling alleys ; Nancy
Young has so established herself in the school that next
year's Y. W. C. A. will be off to a flying start with her
as leader; Shirlev Allison, blonde and beautiful, has more
than once this year stood Belmont belles on figurative ears
with her pianistic perfection. Such is the shining firma-
ment of Agora stars ; such is the reason for their success
individually and collectively.
Thus the Agora (.'lub stands as tangible proof of society at
its best. Teas, dances, parties, and week ends all make for
unity of thought, purpose, and ideals. There can be no
greater drama than this in which the principal characters
learn their parts by two years of the most valuable practice
in club life.
OFFICERS
President Hortense Kelley
Vice-President Betty Boone
Secretary Helen Hukst
Treasurer Virginia Coelentz
Sergeant at Anns Grace Mobley
Sponsor Miss Gertrude Casebier
Hortense Kelley
Helen Spencer
Carolyn Lad
Helen Wa:
Marcery Lawrence jS Mary McKenn
Frances Wheeler- (T Nancy Younc
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A. K.
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Ursula DeCe
Mary Ann Moore Eleanor Parro
Miss Virginia Richey
Sponsor
Peggy Sedyvitz
President
Marilyn Fru
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At the foot of the tower of Ward-Belmont School is placed
one of the friendliest of all clubhouses. Peering through
the ever-open doorway one might find, curled up on the
davenport, the sponsor of the A. K. Club, petite Miss
Virginia Richey, otherwise librarian in the academic
building.
Optimistic Betty Macks is sure to be sprawled comfortably
in the largest chair discussing the immensely successful
with Bernice Cohen or tall, slender Janet Vohl. The circle
widens to enclose teddy-bearish Ethelvn Crura and Helen
Mitchell, both outstanding A. K.'s in their respective fields.
Enter now the horsewoman. June Haldt. in her fourth
year as a certificate rider at Ward-Belmont, has developed
into one of the school's superior Turf and Tanbarkers.
Now, the talk may switch to riding theory or to the skating
party held as a yearly feature. Memories rise of the club
open house, an annual triumph for any social club. Plans
are discussed for a theatre party, and later a faculty tea.
After-class conversations ordinarily include such campus
stars as Mildred Cresswell first place winner in two horse
shows; Ursula DeGeorge. one of the most popular of the
high school students ; Sue Steenburg and Jane Stockdale.
Senior-Middle satellites ; and perhaps Molly Hutchinson,
adept at verbal expression.
Suddenly the familiar figure of the club president appears
in the doorway—Peggy Sedwitz of the bone-crushing
handshake and the tennis drive that has placed her on the
tennis varsity for two successive seasons.
Others enter : dark-eyed Donna Weiss, Shirley McCullar.
one of the prettiest of the Seniors, and the remainder of
the club circle. "A circle," says Webster, "is a company
bound by a common tie." The A. K. circle is permanently
bound by the common tie of friendship.
OFFICERS
President Peggy Sedwitz
Vice-President Ursula DeGeorge
Treasurer Betty Hacks
Secretary Donna Weiss
Sergeant at Arms Shirley McCullar
Sponsor Miss Virginia Richey
ANGKOR CLUB
Dorothy Xelle Lee
President
Betty Baird
Mary Cooper
Mak\ Alice Sens
Jake Bart
Jane C.ORNE
Mary Florence
Dorothy Dorri:
Alice Stovai.i.
Margaret Blrk Allison Cal
Mart Geke Hobbs Nancy Las
Harriet Temple Alice Tiio>
(
One of the most coveted honors Ward-Belmont has the
pleasure of presenting to any social club at the school is
the scholarship cup which is awarded annually by President
Burk to the most worthy group in this line. This year the
tall silver symbol of intellectual ability went to a day-
student club, the Angkor, for its outstanding leadership
in intelligence and other functions in which it partakes.
Each Tuesday at Hudson Hall can be found members who
excell in hockey, swimming, basketball, bowling, baseball,
archery, tennis and track. A triumphant triumvirate.
Mildred Stahlman. Mary Cooper. Alice Thompson achieved
the proud distinction of the hockey varsity. Mary Frances
Charlton, day student treasurer of the Senior-Middle class,
graced the bowling team along with Mary Gene Hobbs.
.Mary -Mice Sensing, and pert little Martha Bryan, bowling
manager. In political prestige, the Angkors ranked high.
Jane Bryan served as president of the Sophomore class.
Jane Woodward as Junior-Middle president, and Martha
Bryan as vice-president of the Senior class. For all-around
activity, the Angkor Club should place in anv talent race.
As far as personal appearance is concerned, the Angkors
have not been outshone this year. The blonde charm of
Nancy Lasseter and Peggy Wright mingle with the glow
of Cynthia Lowe's auburn tresses and the darker camera-
appeal of Nancy Waggoner. Beth Lovell, and Jane Law-
rence. Yet behind the outer personality of the Angkor girl
lurks the never-hidden spark of brains and talent, an un-
beatable combination fur collective success.
OFFICERS
President Dorothy Nelle Lee
Vice-President Peggy Wright
Secretary Mildred Stahlman
Treasurer Harriet Temple
Sergeant at Arms Patsy Proctor
Sponsor Miss Franxes Ewing
Mary Catiie
Jane Wt
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<%t
Phyllis O'Bhi.
M RS. Helen Kim, Fuji
Sponsor
Gkace Baird
President
AR
(in CE Baird Ruth Benton JEA \- Bloosi \ 'IHC1N1A OiriEN Cathe rine Gaines
ine Grisso Jane Hawk Bett v Howell .11 ] ian Jordan Jane r Kennedy
Pos i Oswald St. Clair Peery Mart JIA RllODE> Mar v Evelyn Richards Mar niA Roach
Ancient legend reveals the fact that all troubles of the
worlcl were released upon mankind by Pandora, an overly-
curious damsel existing only in myth. Determined that no
such accusation should be made of them, the Anti-Pandoras
of Ward-Belmont are fittingly designated. Instead of
creating disaster these wiser modern maids avoid it by a
united front of talent and spirit for the betterment of their
club and their school. Established winners such as curly-
haired Hetty MacMillan, President Grace Baird, Pos)
( Iswald, Jean Bloom, Mary Goldsmith, and Martha Roach
have all combined to make up club material, both superior
and versatile. Club activities included an orphans' party,
a faculty breakfast, and a skating party, in addition to the
usual open houses, week ends, and interclub entertainment.
With such an attitude. Pandora's box can therefore have
small effect.
Featured in the Anti-Pandora l'M-U extravaganza have
been also the well-known Barbara Stephens, next year's
club president; G. K. Smith, an example of both charm
and knowledge ; Helen McManus, renowned for her Hyphen
weekly on the "Sophisticated Lady": Lottie Yandever.
Martha Rhodes, and Lois McCann, sophisticated ladies
themselves : Marv Frances Tillery of dressmaking fame ;
and a host of numerous and varied star material.
So the shadow of Pandora must retire into shameful ob-
livion before such a barrage of beauty, brains, and bril-
liance. As long as the club exists, so long will it represent
all that the mythical antagonist is not.
OFFICERS
President Grace Baird
( 'ice-President Virginia Absher
Secretary Lottie Vandevee
Treasurer Barbara Stephens
Sergeant at .Inns Martha Rhodes
Sponsor Mrs. Helen K. Fiular
MacMi
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ARISTON CLUB
qJXd
M amyi: Lou Sutherland
President
Miss Elizabeth Gray
Sponsor
Mozelle Adams Pansy Barron
Marv Elam Martorie Glenn
Louise Miller Mary Mitchell
Mary Lane Bell Sarah Brown Martha Bruce Sarah Buttri
Annetta Grav Catherine Hartnett Mary Elizabeth Henley Dorothy Hic
\nn Morton Jessie Osment Jane Parker Nancy Perry Mary Qu
Mary E. Cald'
Mary Hink
Wilma Re
Cecil B. DeMille's extravaganzas have always necessitated
the use of dozens of outstanding players as well as many
who have the ability to play good supporting roles. The
great producer of "The Crusades" would therefore have
found the Ariston Club at Ward-Belmont a group to
gladden his artistic soul. A day-student organization, it
contains athletes, scholars, musicians and authors, enough
to outfit any Hollywood studio with a superb ensemble
of star material.
Along grade report lines. Nancy Perry, Sarah Polk Dallas,
Mary Elizabeth Henley. Nancy Stone, and Mary Emily
Caldwell hold the "A" standard high. Musically speak-
ing, little Ann Smith has written songs that even Francis
Craig' has seen fit to include in his radio programs. Ath-
letics find Mamye Lou Sutherland. Mozelle Adams. Fanny
Louise Miller all ready, willing and able.
Beauty immediately brings to mind the versatile (essie
Osment. who next year will take her place as Chimes editor.
Nancy Perry. Dorothy Micks, and Rose Marie Cram.
Nor can mention be omitted of popular Mary Louise Davis.
Nancy Jane Landis, and the club's all-around success.
Anita Williamson. Friendliness is the cue for Elaine Vin-
cent, Marjorie Glenn, and Jean Maney to step forward.
Executive ability calls for blonde lane Parker.
Lights, camera, action. ' The Aristons stand readv.
OFFICERS
President Mamye Lor Sutherland
Vice-President Amanda Sxodgrass
Secretary Jessii; Osment
Treasurer \nnabelle Sawyer
Sergeant at Arms Ann Smith
Sponsor Miss Elizabeth Gray
Elise Campbell Ann Core Rose Marie Cra
jerai.dike Johnson Nancy Jane Landis Jean Maney
Jean Rolfe Annabelle Sawyer Ann Smith Am;
Sarah Polk Dallas Mary Daltoi
Mary Lee Matthews Elizabeth McG
Nancy Stone Lou Sir
ClIARLDENE DAVIS MaRY LoUISE DAVJ
Elinor McFarlen Mildred Milam
nd Elaine Vincent Anita Williams
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DEL VERS CLUB
Miss Mai 'Noy Van Dere>
Sponsor
Betty Johnson
President
Mm I v Bellamy Bei y Boss
Mary A. ma Cote Lal-r. De.mm
Mar Y KlRKl.IN MAR Y KKEP Dorothy Koeii
fprH
The Anglo-Saxons were fund of using" a term, delfan,
meaning to dig. Later the word became converted into
delve, and the meaning changed into "seeking for infor-
mation." When the social clubs of Ward-Belmont were
organized, it became each club's duty to select a suitable
name, and thus it was that the name Del Vers was formed.
This year the Del Vers were saddened by the loss at Christ-
mas of their beloved president. Frances Peters, although
Vice-President Betty Johnson helped to make up for this
ioss by becoming president herself. The club is fortunate
in having popular Miss Mai 'Noy Van Deren as its sponsor
and also in the large number of its members who hold office
or are outstanding in one group or another. Betty Jenkins,
president of the Boarding Student Council; Mary Kirklin,
second semester proctcr of Fidelity Hall ; Betty Johnson,
first semester chapel proctor; and Mary Womack, Senior-
Middle cheerleader, are only a few of the top-ranking- at-
tractions. However, the must obvious thing about the
group is its fine cooperative spirit in every activity it under-
takes.
Charm again stands forth in the 1 (,40 release of the Del
Vers cavalcade. Molly Bellamy, "Lolly" Demmer. Peg
Plummer. and Cathe Stevens hold the glamour standard
high ; Cay Champney, singer, pianist ; Carol Bryant, horse-
woman of championship ability ; Patty Johnson, a real con-
tributor to the literary life of the school.
Little did those ancient Anglo-Saxons realize the far-
reaching effect of their delfan on a southern school in the
city of Nashville, Tennessee. Could they wander into the
Del \ ers clubhouse to observe the results of their lan-
guage, they would no doubt be highly gratified to find the
Del Vers still eagerly delving for the highest in every field.
OFFICERS
President. First Semester Frances Peters
President, Second Semester ._ Betty Johnson
Vice-President Mary Elizabeth Knepp
Secretary Jan Salisbury
Treasurer Artabelle Groyer
Sergeant at .Inns Mary Kirklin
Sponsor Miss Mai Flournoy Van Deren
Ta
Pagie Tayi
Betty Jo
Patricia T
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ECCOWASIN CLUB
Miss Louise Saunders
Sponsor
Virginia Love Graves
President
Fontei.i.e Moore Marcaret Morgan Jeanne Pii
Edwards Ann Louise Eidell Marjorie Et
Ruth Faw Pointer Betty Ota
Mary Far
Mary Frances
One of the most versatile clubs to be found on any campus
is the Eccowasin club, a day-student organization at Ward-
Belmont. Included within its membership may be found
girls who would delight the mind of any Hollywood talent
scout. Ensemble girl of the club is Day Student Council
President, Katy Heitzeberg ; Martha Allen has achieved
the Day Student Proctorship for the second semester ; Jean
Caldwell, another club member having held the position
before her ; melodious Marilyn Redinger has earned the
regard of the entire student body for her lilting soprano
voice ; cheerful Jane Steagall, vice-president of the French
club, is always present when the honor roll is read. The
list is longer, and the talent increases each year. Recog-
nition of this merit gave the Eccowasins full charge of the
entertainment at the supremely successful dav student
party, advancement to tennis tournament finals, ownership
of the hockey cup, and other honors. Thus. Ward-Belmont
students have good reason for holding this group in one of
the esteemed positions on campus.
Should any great film be conceived on Ward-Belmont club
life, the Eccowasin Club might easily prove itself an ideal
choice for the title role. Heroine Virginia Love Graves
should be ably assisted bv Kit Edwards. Orator Eunice
Eckhoff. Virginia Collins, and next year's president, Betty
Curtiss. Success of the production would be due, however,
not to these individual performers, no matter how excellent
their actions might be, but to the club as a whole, giving
of its time and energy, as always, to the perfection of
a consistently outstanding program.
OFFICERS
President Virginia Love Graves
Vice-President Suzanne Rye
Secretary Edith Davis
Treasurer Adeline Cockrill
Sergeant at Arms Mary Farris
Sponsor Miss Louise Saunders
Betty Ma
Sue Wils
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F. F. CLUB
^Oi-
Mary Frances Hill
President
Miss Bertha Ruef
Sponsor
Even- successful drama has a plot, every story has its
theme. Every social club at Ward-Belmont has its central
idea, around which club life is woven. The pivot point of
all activity in the F. F. Club has been, this year as always.
Friendliness, with a capital "F" for emphasis.
The F. F. house is one of the most comfortably built and
conveniently situated of all the clubhouses. Any Ward-
Belmont girl considers it a privilege to be invited to enter
its welcoming doors. President Mary Frances Mill in no
way detracts from this aura of warmth by her beaming
face and consistently good humor. Intellect also passes
these portals when .Mine Brown and blonde Sarah Thomas
saunter in. .Music is prevalent in any corner that Maude
Combs, Phyllis Kipp. and Ruth Elise Shanks happen to lie
situated. The latter has the distinction of playing the
piano for the symphony orchestra and for the string en-
semble. Little Eleanor Taylor is a member of Penstatf.
and Audrey Jane Hunter this year has held the position of
president of the German Club.
Athletics, while not played fortissimo in this clubhouse,
has nevertheless its place in the schedule of events. Louise
Jahncke and Mary Frances Mill achieved the hockey var-
sity and Phyllis Kipp shone as well in basketball. Follow-
ing swiftly in this firmament are the literary talent of Elva
Anne Thompson, the captivating rhythm of Virginia Hyer.
and the characteristic friendliness of Lucy Euell. Knowing
in their hearts hew successful this year has been, the grad-
uating F. F.'s leave behind them a fervent wish for the
enlargement of the old theme in the hope that F. F. friend-
liness shall continue undisturbed. Dances, week ends, and
parties have taken most F. F. time, but there always re-
mains the happiest of endings to any completed tale—the
open door and hearts that are large enough to encompass
all those who seek their friendship.
OFFICERS
President Mary Frances Hill
Vice-President Nell Rockett
Secretary Audrey Jane Hunter
Treasurer Aline Brown
Sergeant at Anns Sarah Thomas
Sponsor Miss Bertha Ruef
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OSIRON CLUB
Kathryn Phillips
President
Miss Dorothy Dietrich
Spotisor
Lois Bauw Martha Rl'Ti
Ollie Ruth Fok Harriet G
Marie Lackev June Le
Dorothy Jean Fi
Ermin Guthrie Mar.iorie Ha
Marguerite Regan Ruth RvAi
Page Seventy-Four
One of the friendliest houses by the side of club village
road is the Spanish bungalow of the Osiron Club. Here
meet companionship, beaut}-, and talent of every variety
when its members collect for their regular Wednesday
evening meeting. Social life of the club runs parallel to
that of their nine sister organizations, features week ends.
an open house, parties, as well as participation in hockey,
basketball, and bowling.
( )ne of the most democratic points of Ward-Belmont so-
ciety is that each club has its stars, and no club is more
outstanding than any other in potential talent. In 1939
and 1940, the Osirons developed their rising discoveries
into girls of headline billing in almost every held. Fluffy
Martha Ruth Burns and Dottie Fitchhorn in the Capti-
vators ; Ruth Whittlesey and Marie Lackey, president and
treasurer, respectively, of the high school student council;
exuberant Betsy Ann Humphries in dancing ; and Katheryn
Satterfield in Chimes and Penstaff activities. Such is the
star roster for the club, and as such it more than fulfills
the unwritten standards of versatility.
Beauty finds joyous outlet in the persons of Marjorie
Haley, Mary Rice Seaton, Bobby Mohler, and Beth Hol-
combe, high school May Hay maid for the second time
this year. Although composed mainly of high school girls,
the group makes no distinction in its acceptance of all those
girls who desire comradeship and pep in their club. The
best of movie studios are filled with a variety of talent
;
so also is the Osiron Club. Both organizations realize
the value of versatility in every field, whether it be motion
picture or school organization.
OFFICERS
President Kathryn Phillips
Vice-President— - Beth Holcombe
Secretary Ruth Whittlesey
Treasurer Martha Ruth Burns
Sergeant at Anns Marie Lackey
Sponsor Miss Dorothy Dietrich
Marcot Ha
Katheryn Sai
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PENTA TAU CLUB
Miss Camilla Nance
Sponsor
Sarah Elizabeth Wiliute
President
Tat Ail
Mary Ci
Ln[s Le.
iriotte Arms
Marv Dawsi
Donna Lesl
Winifred Beh ii
Betty Lowe Dry
Virginia Rice
Anne Car!
Nancy Fisc
Martha S\
Every heroine of the silver screen must have a certain indi-
vidual beauty, every popular girl has her own type of
beauty. The Penta Tan Club at Ward-Belmont is noted
for its plenteous supply of all that makes for a beautiful
as well as charming member of the fair sex.
Sweet-faced Sarah Wilhite has a poise and graciousness
that so influenced her club sis'ers that they chose her as
president cf the group. Dainty little Tat Allen, vice-presi-
dent, aspires to become a physical education teacher. Yet
brains as well as beauty find their place on one reel of
Penta Tau activity, for Nancy Fischer and Anne Carson
have contributed their bit to the honor roll. Stately Nancy
Deen has served well in the capacity of Mathematics Club
president. Both redhead Penny Shaw and Betty Lowe
Dryden have been Senior-Middle hall proctors for one se-
mester, thus chalking up a goodly portion of citizenship
points for their club.
One of the most successful open houses was a feature at-
traction at the clubhouse on December 6. The club fol-
lowed this initial hit with a faculty-president's council
buffet supper held one Sunday evening in February and
an entertainment for its sister club, the F. F.. on March 27.
"Even virtue is more fair when it appears in a beautiful
person."
Athletics, however, finds its appointed niche with the win-
ning of the fall horse show, Nancy Deen's two firsts in
the spring horse show, and her club sisters who so dis-
tinguished themselves in the same event.
OFFICERS
President
__. Sarah Elizabeth Wilhite
Vice-President Kathlyn Allen
Secretary Winifred Belcher
Treasurer
__ Jane Johnston
Sergeant at Anns __ Charlotte Armstrong
Sponsor Miss Camilla Nance
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C. CLUB
Acknowledged star of any Twentieth Century production
is the T. C. president vivid, versatile Winkie Pierce. How-
ever, fellow cluh members have also come in for a goodly
portion of publicity breaks at Ward-Belmont (luring the
past year. Texas-born Josephine Sparks, president of the
Senior-Middle class, can be counted on to liven up any eve-
ning in the corner clubhouse. Her classmate. Ann Rolfe.
has been a feature attraction in Ward-Belmont activities
for several years now and has proved herself worthy of
the trust given her as president of the Boarding Council
for next year. The first pre-Christmas reel at the school
saw Aleene Mueller as proctor of Heron, and Bettv Cald-
well in the difficult role of president of the High School
Student Council. Second reel activities made way for Mary
Turrh as proctor of Heron Hall and revived the recollec-
tions of her triumph on the tennis court as she won the
W-B cup.
In meetings held every Wednesday night at the clubhouse,
girls plan the usual social affairs of the year, such as the
club week end. the skating party, the open house. This
year interest was greatly aroused by the all-club gym dance
and the well-planned breakfast for the faculty and Presi-
dent's Council.
Adequate direction is necessary to any successful produc-
tion. Such is provided by Sponsor Betty Jane Sehmann,
who. for some obscure, long-forgotten reason, answers to
the cognomen of "Miss Tilly."
The T. C. Club is slated for bigger and better roles in the
years to come. So far. it has shown remarkable ability to
manage such roles.
OFFICERS
President Winkie Pierce
Vice-President, First Semester Virginia Jones
Vice-President, Second Semester— _ Carolyn Robinson
Secretary Aleene Mueller
Treasurer Virginia Dare Stallings
Sergeant at Arms .Mary Furrh
Sponsor Miss Bettv Jane Sehmann
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TRIAD CLUB
Miss Martha Okdway
Sponsor
Mickey Fisher
First Semester President
Edna Mae Zeigler
(Not in picture)—Second Semester ['resident
Elizabeth McEwen Lucy Parneu. Jean P.. Kate Ellen Rooers Le
Day Students at Ward-Belmont have no feeling that they
are outsiders, for the four day-student clubs function in
much the same way as do the ten boarding student or-
ganizations. Each of the four meets every Tuesday morn-
ing in the day-student clubhouse for business meetings in
addition to cleverly arranged programs. Every club presi-
dent is chosen for her ability, her popularity, and her
loyalty both to her school and her club. To all these
qualities the Triad Club presidents. Edna Mae Zeigler and
Mickey Fisher, are no exceptions. Neither are any other
Triads, for that matter ; each girl recognizes the importance
of her own contribution to the whole and determinedly lives
up to the pattern that has been set.
Mention of "Dinky" Haynes. council member of the
Athletic Association or Lucy Parnell. staff member of
Milestones, assures the observer that this club has its
allotted share of star material. Activities included this
year, both parties and luncheons in addition to participation
in all club activities with both day student and boarding
student sister clubs.
Intellect in the persons of Jane Courtney. Margaret Hen-
derson, and Carolyn Robinson mingles with the beauty of
Martha Grissim, Mickey Fisher, Eleanor Whitworth, and
Elizabeth Graves, probably tiniest of all loyal Triadians.
Humor of Nancy Gunn mixes well with the serious serenity
of Joanne Hampton, and all these ingredients have baked
into a 1940 pictorial pie of genuine good taste and indi-
viduality.
OFFICERS
President, First Semester ___Mickey Fisher
President, Second Semester Edna Mae Zeigler
/ 'ice-President Melvssa Haynes
Secretary Florence Jane Brown
Treasurer Ann Haley
Sergeant at Arms Joanne Hampton and Delianne Tolliver
Sponsor Miss Martha Ordway
Jane Courtney Mary Gene Cra
Margaret Henderson Carolyn Kimbroi
Angeline Tillman Delianne Tolliver (
Ann Dieiil
Mildred Kino
Walker Mary Wj White Eleanor Wi
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T R I K CLUB
Waver Adams Be TV Bascombe Ethel Bin
Kathleen Coffey Ko BERTA DORTCII Elva I)
Martha Moore JeAN MURTAC.li Madge Pii
'
ine E. Morrison
Sponsor
Ann Walker
'
Eleanor Camp
Mariana Eva
Ellen Run Marilyn Reeves
The curtain rose in 1939-40 on a new and greater year of
activity for the Tri K Club. Its members, featured per-
formers in every reel of campus life, have been publicized
as dancers, athletes, horsewomen, and executives. Diplo-
matic club director. Ann Walker has supervised a Tri K
studio packed with such big-name headliners as MilEt
stones' associate editor. Roberta Dortch ; Turf and Tan-
bark president, "Monty" Reeves ; Delaney prodigy, Connie
Clark ; fashion plate. Martha Havnes. Miss Morrison,
acting in the capacity of sponsor-producer, has fostered
the development of athletic thrillers, such as Chris
Schrader, Connie Wright, and the platinum-haired Ma-
riana Evans. Any top-flight drama to achieve public
approval must contain a variety of action, drama and
"reel" ability. Numbered among the year's successes,
therefore, is the versatile Tri K Club.
For next vear. the Tri K's find themselves happily pos-
sessed of the cream of the crop. Roberta Dortch, well
rewarded for her Milestones work in 1940, has been
chosen to edit the book in 1941 ; Ethel Butterweck. always
athletically ashine, will be next year's new Athletic Asso-
ciation president ; Martha Moore, new Senior class presi-
dent ; and Jean Murtagh, treasurer of the Y. W. C. A.
So the year has unfolded its ever-new, ever-startling reels.
President Ann Walker must hand over her authority to
Virginia Thomison, her successor as president, that a new
cycle may begin. The sequel should prove even more suc-
cessful than the 1940 sensation.
OFFICERS
President Ann Walker
Vice-President — Eleanor Campbell
Secretary Martha Haynes
Treasurer Carol McEwan
Sergeant at Anns Connie Wright
Sponsor __ Miss Catherine E. Morrison
Katheryn Gi:
Marion Ri
Love Ha
IA TlIOMI
Carol McEwa
Lorraine Worj
Ellen McGehee
Constance Wright
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X. L. CLUB
«
If
Harriett Roberts
First Semester President
Phyllis Shaw
Second Semester President
Miss Marian Merriwether
Sponsor
Mary Baoma
Mary Aileen Coc
Bette Mae Kx<
Mary Jane Becker Edna Brayto
Florence Collins Edith Mae Cr
Suzanne McDonald Mary Elizabeth M
Edith Dailey Do: othy Dean Da
Lynn Morris
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The organization, far ahead of competitors in variety of
Ward-Belmont Academy awards for the years 1939 and
1940. is undeniably the X. L. Club. Last year the citizen-
ship "oscar" took its place on the clubhouse mantlepiece,
and this year the swimming meet cup was set proudly lie-
side it. Such colossal X. L. excellence is not difficult to
comprehend when its galaxy of stars are enumerated and
reviewed. Edith Dailey, Senior class president ; "Lainev"
Kent, Milestones editor; "Rusty" Crane, editor of the
Hyphen; Suzanne McDonald, editor of Chimes, make up
a Ward-Belmont constellation in themselves. However,
favorable publicity must be further enlarged to include the
names of Phyllis Shaw. Captivator saxophonist ; athletically
able Mary Jane Becker. Mary Bauman, Harriett Roberts,
and Edna Brayton ; Turf and Tanbarkers Lily and Mary
Byrd and "Faf " Farwell. With such an all-star cast, X. L.
productions are bound to be million-dollar extravaganzas.
The spring horse show saw the X. L.'s again victorious,
when, due to the horsemanship of Lily and Mary Byrd.
Mary Jane Becker. Faf Farwell. and Suzanne McDonald,
another silver cup took its place on the club mantlepiece.
Gerda Wootten in the dance studio and "Cocky" Cochran
in publications have helped to keep club excellence in the
four-star group. Xext year, the latter rises to greater
heights as editor of the Hyphen, replacing her club sister
of 1940.
OFFICERS
(Harriett Roberts, First Semester
Presidents--..
— (Phyllis Shaw, Second Semester
Vice-President Ann Embleton
Secretary Mary Byrd
Treasurer Ruth Nall
Sergeant at Anns Mary Bauman
Sponsor Miss Marian Merriwether
Frances Farwel
Carlene Rice
Mary Ann Hunt Mary Elizabeth Jon
Anna Tomlinson
Elaine Kent
Gerda Wootten
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CLASS RECOGNITION DAY
All Ward- Belmont Seniors are tear-jerkingly
sentimental. The reason for this state of affairs
is the fact that the school holds so much of
beautiful tradition that, unless one is made of
stone, the time is bound to come when a sus-
picious moisture will fill the eye. Events such as
chili ceremonies, the Senior-Senior-Middle ban-
quet, and Class Recognition Day stir the loyalty,
not only of Seniors, to heretofore unknown
depths.
"
All this serves only to heighten the sense of
responsibility of each individual girl to her class
and her school. When the words of the pledge
are spoken, she binds herself inseparably to the
ideals of her school. Ward-Belmont.
Years ago Miss Mary Norris conceived the idea
that a day should be set apart in each vear for
the recognition of each class in its respective
group, so in the fall of 1939 the tradition was
again observed and Miss Norris was asked to
speak. Each class was fittingly garbed in its
chosen colors and preceded by the class officers,
carrying the banner. Around the campus circle
they marched, a gleaming pattern of white, only
to converge before Blanton Building to give
their undivided attention to the words of the
author of their ceremony. Each year the custom
continues ; each year it endears itself more deeply
to the hearts of Ward-Belmont girls.
Page Eighty-Eight
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FAG DAY
No comed_y cartoon ever filmed, holds more of
the humorous than the annual Fag Day at Ward-
Belmont, during which time new students are
informally initiated into their chosen social clubs.
Obediently the bewildered novice is put through
the most ridiculous of paces while dressed in a
costume symbolic of the club. This September
the program waxed gayer than ever, weirdly
assorted figures cavorted about the campus, ate
breakfast on the dining room floor, much to the
dismay of the waiters. The Del Vers, as green
to the tradition as the crepe paper mitts and hats
which they wore, knelt humbly in various atti-
tudes about the campus, mumbling fragments
of nonsensical poetry ; the Penta Taus. dressed in
infant wear of all descriptions, stared in open-
mouthed amazement at the caricatured paper sack
faces of the F. F.'s. the A. K. sailors, the Tri K
donkeys, and the Osiron owls. Timidly the violet
T. C.'s entered the dining room in the wake of
the elephantine Agoras who puffed laboriously
along, laden with cardboard trunks and tails.
The Anti-Pandoras, carrying their symbolic
hearts and keys, intermingled with the X. L.
babies who chanted. "Now I'm an X. L. baby,
soon I'll be an X. L. lady!" "Strange as it
seems," it actually takes place at Ward-Belmont
each fall.
X. L. babies, Tri K donkeys, and
Osiron owls arc all in evidence
Page Eighty-Nine
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WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
In Hollywood last year, 'producers' hair turned gray over
the choice of suitable stars to portray Scarlett and Rhett
in "Gone with the Wind." At Ward-Belmont, the choice
of Martha and George in the annual Washington Day cele-
bration was not nearly so complicated. Hortense Kelley
and Frances Farwell were immediately elected by student
vote. The wisdom of this decision was well exhibited in
the beautiful ceremony of February 22. when the two de-
scended Acklen Hall stairway to rule for a night over a
costume-clad court.
Hortense Keller's own powdered and curled hair topped a
lavender satin gown that made spectators gasp in admira-
tion. Gold-and-satin-arrayed Frances Farwell made a
George Washington that the great man himself might have
openly admired. Forty-six couples of seniors danced the
minuet as a special feature of the dance program that fol-
lowed. Perhaps this year's production was even more suc-
cessful than that of previous years because of the great
charm and dignity of every senior who took part.
At any rate, the ceremony has become so vital a part of
Ward-Belmont tradition that to cut it from the yearly
script would ruin the picture for every student.
• dignified, gracious, and
February '22. 1»40
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BIRTHDAY DINNERS
New Year activities bring the January birthday dinner
Each year Ward-Belmont honors its students by celebrat-
ing individual birthdays at formal dinners in the small din-
ing room. As soon as eager guests receive their invitations,
they immediately prepare their best bibs and tuckers for
the great occasion.
At six in the evening- the diners assemble in Acklen Hall
to be met by Miss Sisson and Dr. and Mrs. Burk or Dr.
and Mrs. Provine. There are usually approximately twenty
girls who are so honored each time, yet every dinner is a
separate work of art within itself. The table, decorated to
characterize the month which it represents, has centerpieces,
both beautiful and unusual. Individual place cards and
favors contribute much to the festive air.
The menus are elaborate, mouth-watering courses of turkey
or chicken, mashed potatoes, fresh rolls, and pastry con-
coctions that live in the memory for weeks fo come. Table
conversation includes every girl, and she comes away with
the feeling that birthdays are rather important occasions
after all. Perhaps being away from the family hearth on
one's birthday does have its consolations.
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The fall hockey conflict
Class enthusiasm runs high us scores arc made
SENIOR-SENIOR-MIDDLE DAY ACTIVITIES
the baseball nam,
With a musical background of Hawaiian war
chants and the Senior class song the techni-
color success of Senior-Senior-Middle Day swept
swiftly through reel after reel. Action began at
seven o'clock in the morning and ceased only at
lunch when the final results of the day's con-
flicts were announced.
Seniors and Senior-Middles worked furiously on
decorations for weeks before the great premier,
and Saturday. April 6. brought acclamation from
the most severe critic. Breakfast was a hasty
affair in dining rooms almost unrecognizable in
their transformations of yellow, white, and pur-
ple. Immediately afterward, the freshmen met
at the Agora Club to organize their parade, which
proved immensely successful. Led by grass-
skirted Louise Jahncke, the Senior-Middles
"hulaed" their way around the circle and wound
up in a final burst of glory accompanied by the
tom-toming of Jean Bloom. The Seniors re-
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taliated with a revival of "Gone with the Wind,"
in which carpet-bagger "Fat" Fanvell and
"Belle Watling" Schrader were easily the most
outstanding.
Baseball was a seven-inning alternation of cheers
and groans—cheers for the victorious Seniors and
good-humored groans for the gallant loosers.
Tennis and archery were run off simultaneously
in order that events might be completed before
lunch. Water polo submerged the Seniors, al-
though they had previously won hockey and
basketball "oscars" earlier in the year. Bowling,
a minor sport, was awarded the Senior-Middles
in March.
Lunch time gave the Seniors the privilege of
entering the dining room in a body as the)- sang
the class song. Few diners were capable of
heartv enjoyment of the meal until Dr. Burk
announced the Seniors as the victors by four
points. Although Senior-Middles had striven
to steal the performance from their older rivals,
they were nevertheless secretly relieved to know
that tradition had not been broken in a Senior
defeat. So the curtain was brought down to
the satisfaction of all and another great epic
became a memory in reel history.
SENIOR-SENIOR-MIDDLE BANQUET
Sea dramas are always box-office successes, so this year
the Senior-Middles arranged a cruise for their Senior
guests on March 5. 1940. Passports had been sent to each
girl and the dining room ingeniously transformed into a
ship's dining room to make the effect complete.
Entertainment and toasts were both overwhelmingly suc-
cessful, but the decorations captured the attention of more
than one upperclassman. Each window was a porthole,
and giant murals on the wall depicted sea views. Life-
savers and anchors decorated pillars and miniature boats
sailed a calm blue cellophane sea on each table. Perhaps
it was tall Doctor Burk who found the greatest difficulty
in entering the dining room over the gangplank, but the
difficulty involved was well worth the effort of viewing at
last the' handiwork of capable Mary Jane Becker and her
art crew.
Ship's purser, Vicki Michel, introduced the speakers,
dressed in a regulation officer's coat and white cap. Eirst
Mate Jo Sparks, president of the Senior-Middle class,
spoke in a seaworthy manner of the ability of the Seniors
to steer a straight course, and First-Class Passenger Edith
Dailey. president of the Senior class, responded as befitted
the dignity and seamanship of the Seniors. An eleven-gun
salute, delivered by Jane Steagall. paid the respect due the
guests by a grateful second-class passenger, and Captain
Burk followed this with a ship's report. However, those
who prepared to end their journey were startled by the
sudden appearance of Stowaway Ethel Butterweck, who
aptain's table
spun main- a yarn about last year's Senior-Middles which
made them blush and chuckle simultaneously.
At last the ship drew into port and the guests disembarked
from a highly successful journey on oceans of enjoyment.
Over the bounding main on the Senior-M
r^
What such epics as "The Birth of a Nation" and "Caval-
cade" have been to the motion picture industry. May Day
has been in the history of Ward-Belmont. No short-lived
celebration, the spring tradition has continued year on year
to surpass itself in color, pageantry, and fresh beauty.
May 22, 1940, saw a new May Day. a new galaxy of stars,
and a cast including a multitude of extras.
Script directions placed the triumphal procession first in
the order of heralds, standard-bearers, dancers, and high
school seniors. The college Seniors and attendant heralds
made up the second reel of the year's epic, and following
this, the crowning of a more beautiful May Queen than
Hollywood itself could produce. Plot of the pageant cen-
tered around dances of spring and vacation tours. Greet-
ings were delivered by pulchritudinous postmen and danc-
ing representatives from West Point, Radio City. Mexico,
Scotland, and other sections of home and foreign fields.
The May Pole finale differed from previous years in that
high school girls carrying varicolored flower arches took
part in addition to the advanced ballet students and replaced
the numerous May Poles of former years. Scenes had
been rehearsed for weeks, costumes designed by Miss
Delaney had been planned down to the last zipper, and
the finished production was as smooth a collective per-
formance as the greatest of an M-G-M masterpiece.
-K The Queen and her
attendants arrive in true
Ward-Belmont fashion.
-K Seniors form a color-
ful part of the whole
pageant.
^.May Day
grand finale i
Pole dance.
caches a
the May
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GRADUATION AND STEP SINGING
•d by President Edith Dailey, the Sci for the last time
Denouement of an eight-months' drama comes with the
time-honored tradition of step singing" and graduation. As
Senior choristers harmonize for the last time, they realize
that they are suddenly become alumnae, no longer subject
to the school, but forever a part of its great body of
graduates. This year, as always, the white-clad step
singers sang with all the emotion of those about to depart
from a beloved home.
Graduation, following close on its heels, is the final scene
of a great production. Noted for the speakers it presents,
Ward-Belmont leaves a warm, though often tearful, glow
in the hearts of its graduates. This year will be no
exception to a well-established rule, as cap and gowners
lend awed ears to the words of graduates of long ago.
So, with the planting of the customary ivy, the final singing
of the Senior song by the Class of 1940, and the long
march from Blanton Building to Acklen Hall, the Seniors
relinquish their active part in Ward-Belmont life. Along
with all the pageantry of the various acts comes the reali-
zation that two of the most perfect years of their lives are
now gone forever to dwell among the precious memories of
their college days.
The last word has been spoken, the house lights go up,
and the curtain closes on one of the most successful
seasons Ward-Belmont has ever known.
The Senior elass of 1V4U portrays the last scene of a successful drauu
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I. Newcomers, welcome! ... 2. Infor-
mation, please? ... 3. "What was that
new girl's name, Kate?" ... 4. Busy Blan-
ton Building. ... 5. Farwell begins cram-
ming early! ... 6. O-o-oh-h-h, hello. . . .
7. Did you have a grand summer? . .
8. Burning the midnight oil, Monty? . .
9. The expressman does the truckin' . .
10. Off to the National Horse Show.
I. Osiron road work. ... 2. George and
Emma make any week-end a success.
... 3. "Giddy-ap." ... 4. Ho-hum, Lot-
tie! ... 5. Del Vers believe in exercise!
. . . 6. "Must I?" ... 7. Sun-kissed X. L.
ladies. ... 8. Speak no evil, see no evil,
hear no evil. ... 9. Backs to nature. ... 10.
Farmer Crum? ... I !. Three-bell picture.
'IlJ^ iSSSSSSS
\ s
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I. Debs for dinner on Hallowe'en. ... 2.
Gym talk. ... 3. Speech Department
makes a new record. ... 4. Ryan floors
the exchanges. ... 5. Spring + Seniors
Picnic. ... 6. Hot dogs—Senior-Middle
Picnic. ... 7. We like hockey. . .
Paging "The Thinker." ... 9. "Hey, where
is everybody?" ... 10. It's a "punny"
world. ... II. Our Senior Quartet for
always. ... 12. The pause that refreshes.
I. Senior fun. ... 2. Airing that line,
Pinkie? ... 3. That come hither look.
. . 4. Senior-Middles swing. ... 5. More
f the same.
I. Our servants present a Christmas
party. ... 2. A-plus life-drawing. ... 3.
Fit as a fiddle. ... 4. A Christmas carol.
... 5. Gilding the lily. ... 6. Simonin low!
... 7. Bearding the lion? ... 8. A scene
from the Christmas pageant.
I. "Eat a bite" ... 2, Symmetry in snow.
. . . 3. Cooling off 7 ... 4. Better dodge.
. . . 5. Are you building a snow man?
... 6. Snow queens or b-r-r-r we'll flunk
the weather man ... 7. Sisterly love?
... 8. Winter sports.
At home. ... 2. Formal dinner—don't
choke, Gabby! ... 3. On with the dance,
Junior-Mids. ... 4. Four girls and a mike.
... 5. W-B's League of Nations. ... 6
Small fry! ... 7. Cupid's court reigns on
Valentine. ... 8. Castle Heights in all
its glory. ... 9. Miss Annie and her "little
ladies." ... 10. Mother McManus 7
I. Press night flurry. ... 2. Designing
women. ... 3. No peckin' here. ... 4.
A slip in the night. ... 5. Serious study???
... 6. Headaches certified. ... 7. "Jam
session." ... 8. Wanted: a man? ... 9.
What fur? ... 10. Guess zoo! ... II.
Posin'. ... 12. Only the straight and nar-
row. ... 13. Parson McClintock. ... 14.
Seen the dean?
I. Bonanza—bird's-eye view. ... 2. Sen-
iors are red hot! ... 3. Yep, they all saw
New York. ... 4. Window seat. ... 5.
Brown's blitzkrieg. ... 6. From saddles to
salads. ... 7. The governor comes to
dinner. ... 8. Irish fling at the Milestones'
banquet. ... 9. "Purfect ly lovely." . . .
10. Sports spectators. ... II. The choir
in action.
I. S'matter, Chris? ... 2. May Day in the
making. ... 3. Don't forget your num-
bers, ladies. ... 4. Congratulations, June.
... 5. Here's how. ... 6. That last look.
... 7. Human horses? ... 8. Spilled
dignity. ... 9. Home office. ... 10.
Miss Lester pauses. ... II. Fortified with
GOOD literature? ... 12. Career women.
... 13. True friends.
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High School Certficatc
Mary Elizabeth Baird
Nashville. Tenn.
Angkor
High School Certificate
Secretary. Junior Class, '39;
French Club, '39, '40; Spanish
Club, '40.
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Penta Tan
High School Representative.
Milestones. '40; First Semester
Riding Manager; Athletic As-
sociation, '40; PenstaiT, '39, '40;
Vice-President. Turf and Tan-
bark, First Semester, '40.
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High School Certificate
Elise Campbell
Nashville, Tenn.
High School Certificate
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High School Certificate
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President, Jim
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Marv Cooper
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V. W. C. A. Cabinet, '39;
Club, '40; Vice-President, A.
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High School Certificate
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Aldean Houseman
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High School Certificate
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3eth Holcombe
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High School Certificate
French Club, '39; Beta Club,
'40; Vice-President, Osiron Club,
'40; Secretary and Vice-Presi-
dent, High School Student Coun-
cil, '40; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet,
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Alice Elizabeth McEwen
Nashville, Tenn.
High School Certificate
Archery Varsity, '39; Latin
Club, '39, '40; French Club, '40;
Active Member, Athletic Asso-
Nancy Perry
Secretary. Junior-Middle Class
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Mildred Louise Milam
Nashville, Tenn.
High School Certificate
Ariston Club, '39;
IF Clul). '40.
Mary Heeron Mitchell
Faxxie Louise Miller
Xa Ten
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in Club. '39; Art Club, '39.
Active Member, Athletic As-
ation, '39. '-10.
Aleexe Mueller
Xa Ten T. C.
Ar.ston High School Ccrttficat,
High School Certificate Glee Club. '39. '40; Ge
-President, Penstaff Club, Club. '39; Art Club. '39.
Archery Vrrs.tv. '39; Ac- Proctor, Heron Hall. '40; F
Member, Athletic Associa- Club, '40; Beta Club. '40;
.
'39, '40. retarv. T. C. Club, '40.
Lucy Parxell
Na Te
Wilma Opgexorth
HlLLSBORO. X. M.
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '40; Glee Club,
Nancy Dorcas Perry
Nashville, Tenn.
Ariston
High School Certificate
Penstaff Club, '37, '3S. '39, '40;
Secretary, Penstaff, '38; Secre-
tary, Ar.ston Club, '39; Hockey
Varsity. '39; Archery Varsity,
'39; Secretary, Junior-Middle
Class, '40; Secretary, Day Stu-
dent Council, '40; Hyphen Staff,
'40; French Club, '40; Active
Member, Athletic Association,
'38. '39. '40; Beta Club. '40.
WlLMA L. REYER
Nashville, Tenn.
Ariston
High School Certificate
Penstaff Club, '3S, '39. '40; Base-
ball Varsity, '39; Active Mem-
ber, Athletic Association. '39.
'40; French Club. '40.
Mary Julia Ross
GVJNTERSVILLE, ALA.
T. C.
High School Certificate
Art Club. '39; Treasurer. Stu-
dent Council, '39; Spanish Club.
'39. '40; Treasurer. Junior-Mid-
dle Class, '40.
Triad
High School Certificate
Baseball Varsity, '37. '3S. '39;
Hockey Varsity, '3S; Active
Member, Athletic Association,
'37. '3S. '39, '40; Latin Club.
'39; French Club, '40; President,
Junior Class, '39; Beta Club,
:40; Dav Student Editor, Mile-
stones. '40; Dav Student Coun-
cil, '40; High School Basketball
Varsitv, '40.
Dorothy Virginia Reinke
Nashville, Tenn.
Angkor
High School Certificate
Penstaff Club, '39. '40; Presi-
dent, Penstaff Club, '40; Hockey
Varsity. '40: Beta Club. '40;
Active Member. Athletic Asso-
ciation, '40.
CAROLY'X Robixson
Franklin. Tenn.
Triad
High School Certificate
Penstaff Club. '40; Hockey Var-
sitv, '40; Active Member, Ath-
letic Association, '40; Beta Club,
'40; High School Representative.
Chil '40.
Margaret Rye
Sissy Ross
Treasurer, Junior-Middle Cla
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Suzanne Rye
Nashville, Tenn.
Eccowasin Penstaff Club
High School Certificate '40.
Katheryn Satterfield
Gallatin. Tenn.
Osiron
High School Certificate
MO; Club,
Mildred Stahlman
.Na
An
Ann Lois Smith
High School Certificate
Nancy Leith Stone
High School Certificate
President, Sophomore Class, '38;
Secretary, Penstaff, '39; Day
Student Council. '39; President.
Latin Club. '39; Day Student
Editor, Hyphen. MO; Treasurer.
Beta Club, MO; French Club.
MO; Latin Club, '39, MO; Beta
Club. MO: Penstaff Club. '3S. '39,
Alice Broun Thompson
Nashville. Tenn.
Angkor
High School Certificate
French Club, MO; Spanish Club.
MO; Hockey Varsity. MO; Active
Member. Athletic Association,
MO.
Deliann Tolliver
Xasiivii.i e. Tens.
Triad
High School Certificate
Art Club. MO; French Club. MO;
Sergeant at Arms. Toad Club,
Carolyn Walker
Franklin. Tenn.
Triad
High School Certificate
High School Certificate
French Club. MO; Vice-Presi-
dent. Latin Club, MO; Secretary,
Angkor Club. MO; Hockey Var-
sity. MO; Active Member. Ath-
letic Association. MO; Beta Club,
MO.
Frankie Taylor
Wi Ohi
T. C.
High School Certificate
French Club. '38, '39. MO; Art
Club. MO; Track Varsity, '39;
Basketball Varsity. '39. MO;
Hockey Varsity, MO; Active
Member, Athletic Association,
'39, MO: Beta Club. MO.
Margaret Patricia
Thourlby
St. Clair, Mich.
Del Vers
High School Certificate
Spanish Club. '39; Art Club, '37
Glee Club. MO; Vice-President
lunior-Middle Class, MO.
Evelyn Turner
Nashville, Tenn.
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Patricia Burns Warren
Nashville. Tenn.
Angkor
High School Certificate
-Middle Class
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Susan White
Nashville. Tens.
Triad
High School Certificate
Latin Club, '39; French Club,
'40- Beta Club, '40; Secretary,
Beta Club, '40; Art Club, '40.
Ruth Whittlesey
Mi
Osii
High School Certificate
Beta Club, '40; Secretary, Osiron
Club, '40; President, High School
Student Council. Second Semes-
ter, '40; Hyphen Reporter, '40.
Eleanor Whitworth
Nashville, Tenn-.
Triad
High School Certificate
:rgeant at Arms, Triad Club,
Margery Wilson
tullahoma, tenn.
Penta Tau
High School Certificate
: Club, '40; Active Member
Jane Elizabeth
Woodward
Nashville, Texn.
Angkor
High School Certificate
e-President. Sophomore Class,
President, Junior-Middle
is, '40; Beta Club, '40.
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
President Mary Walker
Vice-President Mary Thayer Wilson
Secretary Nancy Hill
Treasurer Harriet Gentry
Sponsor Miss Mary Elizabeth Cayce
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS
President Jane Bryan
Vice-President Sarah Polk Dallas
Secretary Ruth Faw Pointer
Treasurer Mary Emily Caldwell
Sponsor Mrs. Howard McGaw
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS
President .-Jane Carter
I 'ice-President Barbara Burch
Secretary : Jane Haynes
Treasurer Martha Davis
Sponsor Miss Martha Ordway
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X. L.
Speech Certificate
General Diploma
.Mathematics Club. '39; Glee
Club. '39, '40; Librarian, Glee
Club, '40; Vice-President. Ath-
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Varsity. '39. '40; Hockey Var-
sitv. '40.
Martha Bryan
Nashville, Tenn.
Angkor
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ent, Angkor Club,
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Sarah Buttrey
Constance Bush Burns. Tenn.
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Lillian Byrd
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X. L.
Kathlyn A. Byars General Diploma
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Club. '40; French Club. '40. Ta lbork, '39, '40.
ElHTH DAILEY
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Mary Bvrd
Asheville, N. C.
X. L.
General Diploma
Riding Certificate
Art Certificate
French Club. '39; Art Club, '39,
'40; Secretary, X. L. Club, '40;
Hyphen Reporter, '39; Art Edi-
tor. Milestones. '40; Turf and
Tanbark Club. '39, '40.
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Shelley Childress
Cabell
Nashville, Tenn.
Eccowasin
ketball .Manager, Athletic
id. '39.
Jean Hamilton
Caldwell
Nashville, Tens.
Eccowasin Eleanor Campbell
General Diploma Shbeveport, La.
President, Eccowasin Club, '39;
Archery Varsity, '39; Active
Member. Athletic Association.
'39; Milestones Staff, '40; Dav
Student, Proctor, '40; Spanish
Club. '40.
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orter, '39; Vice-President,
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Katherine Champion
Frances Capps
Nashville, Tenn.
Triad
General Diploma
Piano Certificate
Mathematics Club, '40; French
Club. '39. '40.
General Diploma
Secretary. Agora Club, '39;
Vice-President. Agora Club. '40;
Mathematics Club. '39; Treas-
urer, Senior Class. '40; Hyphen
Staff. '40; Glee Club. '40; Ger-
man Club. '40; Active Member.
Athletic Association, '39, '40.
Virginia Louise
Catherine Champney COBLENTZ
Cleveland Heights. Ohio QurNTON, OKLA.
Del Vers Agora
Piano Certificate
Voice Certificate
Glee Club. '39. '40; Proctor,
Founders Hall, '39; Vice-Presi-
dent, Student Council, '40; Span-
ish Club. '40; Active Member.
Athletic Association, '39, '40.
General Diploma
Riding Certificate
Speech Certificate
Glee Club, '39, '40; Treasurer,
Agora Club, '40; Turf and Tan-
bark. '40; Spanish Club, '39,
'40; Riding Varsity, '40.
Jane Cornelius
Nashville, Tenn. Edith Crane
Angkor <- handler. Okla.
General Diploma
\sso-
,
'39. '40; Swii Glee Club. '39; V. W.
y, '39; Vice-Pre •d Cab
Student Council. '40 '39; Editor. Hyphen. '40
Mildred Cresswell
General Diploma
Club, '39; " jh Club,
Mary Kathryn Crouse
Dayton, Ind.
General Diploma
French Club. '40.
Martha Bryan
Vice-President, Senior Clas
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Edith Dailey
Chili Mo
X. L.
General Diploma
French Club, '39, '40; Stude
Council. '39; Hyphen Report.
'39, '40; Glee Club, '39; Pre
dent. Senior Class, '40.
Charldene Davis
Nashville, Tens.
Ariston
Secretarial Certificate
Nancy Davis
Agora
General Diploma
A rt Certificate
Chapel Proctor, '39; French
Club, '39; Glee Club, '39; Sec-
retary, Student Council, '40;
President. Art Club, '40; Art
Club. '39, '40; Hyphen Reporter,
'40; Captivators. '40.
Katherine Edwards
Eccowasin
Speech Certificate
five Member. Athletic As:
Shirley Bette Ehrlich
Piano Diploma
ell Club, '39, '40.
Marguerite Darnell
Nashville, Tenn.
Speech Certificate
Mary Louise Davis
Nashville, Tenn.
Walne Devlin
Angkor
era! Diplo
Ruth Ann Edwards
Anne Louise Eidell
Nashville, Tenn.
Eccowasin
General Diploma
Vice-President, French Club, '39
President. French Club, '40
Mathematics Club, '39. '40
Spanish Club, '40.
Frances Farwell
X. L.
Ruling Certificate
Choir and Glee Club, '39;' Chair-
Member, Athletic Association, kie Fisher
'39 '40; Photographic Editor, Nas IVILLE, Tenn.
Milestones, '40; Milestones
Staff, '39; Hyphen. Feature
Writer, '39, '40; Home Econoni- GetSpe
oral Diploma
eh Certificate
,;,v '40; Riding Varsity. '40; Vr h CI Lib. '40; Pre
George Washington, '40. Tr ad Club First Semest
oo
Posy Oswald
first Semester Secretary
Aline Brown
Second Semester Secretary
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Virginia Gordon Nashville, Tenn.
BlUEFIEI.D, \V. VA. Ariston
Tri K
Member, Athletic Asso-
rt, MO; Spanish Club, '40;
. C. A. Cabinet, '39.
Fre
port
Clas
General Diploma
ich Club, '40; Hvph
er. '40; Treasurer,
s, '40.
Evelyn Greer
Kansas City, Mo.
Agora
General Diploma
Speech Certificate
Club. '39, '40; Symphony
'39, '40;
'40; Ar
Artabell Grover
Lewiston, Idaho
Del Vers
General Diploma
surer. Del Vers Club.
:tor. Fidelity. '39; Fn
June Haldt
BOONTON, N. J.
A. K.
General Diploma
Art Certificate
Glee Club. '39; Art Club. '39,
'40; Treasurer, Athletic Asso-
ciation. '39; President, Second
Semester. Vice-President, Ath-
letic Association. '40; Treasurer.
Turf and Tanbark. '40: Secre-
tary. A. K. Club. '39; Hyphen,
•40; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '39.
'40.
Martha Love Havnes
General Diploma
ch Club, '39, '40; Art Club,
Kathryn Heitzeberi
Kate Haltom
Cor
T. C.
General Diploma
Riding Certificate
Speech Certificate
Archery Varsity. '39; Turf and
Tanbark. '39; Hockev Varsity,
'40; General Manager. Athletic
Association. '40; Hyphen. '40;
Sergeant at Arms. Senior Class,
'40.
Spanish Club. '39; Ass. slant
General Manager. Athletic Asso-
ciation, '39; Hockey Varsity,
'39; Secretary. Athletic Board,
Elizabeth Hickers
Eccowasin Manchester. Tenn.
General Diploma Agora
French Club, '39; Mathematics General Diploma
Club, '39; Home Economics French Club. '40; President.
Club. '40; Vice-President. Sen- W. C. A.. '40; Vice-Preside
ior .Middle Class, '39; President, Agora Club. '39; Bowling V
Dav Student Council. '40; Ac- sitv. '39; Basketball Vars
tive Member, Athletic Associa- •40; Glee Club. '40; Active Mt
tion, '39. '40. ber. Athletic Association. '39.
'
Mary Frances Hill
Cr
F. F.
Dorothy Hicks General Diploma
Art Club. '39, '40; Home Eci
nomics Club, '40; President, 1
F. Club. '40; Active Membe
Athle
"
Var '40.
Kay Champic
Boarding Trcasi
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Helen May Houghton
Mary Gene Hobbs
Angkor
eral Diploma
Evelyn Huffman
Dayton, Ohio
X. L.
General Diploma
Secretarial Certificate
etic Association Board. '40:
Gen ral Diplo
Spec -h Certific
r. Y. W. C. .A
ee Club, '40.
•39. '40;
Elizabeth Ann Hunt
General Diploma
Speech Certificate
Spanish Club, '40; Horn
nomics Club, '40.
\
Audrey Jane Hunter
Jit Mi s>
viaa^-
.
; • •
F. F.
General Diploma
Mathematics Club, '39; Art Club,
•40: German Club, '40; Presi-
dent. German Club. '40; Secre-
tary. F. F. Club, '40; Hyphen.
39'.
Betty Jenkins
Minneapolis. Minn.
Del Vers
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '39; Matlie
...
Virginia Hyer
Hartland, w. Va. '
Public School Music Diploma '
llee Club. '39, '40; Captlvators,
39, '40.
5etty Johnson
Gr ID IS
Club. '39. '40; Se
Vers Club. '39; Pn
dent Council. '40.
Del Vers
General Diploma
Glee Club, '39. '40; Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet. '40; Chapel Proctor.
40; Prescient, Del Vers Club.
Second Semester. '40; French
Club 40.
Jane E. Johnston
St. Louis, Mo.
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Art Certificate
Club '39, '40; Mathematics
French Club,
W. C. A. Cahi
Tn Pen Tau Cluh,
Mary Elizabeth Jones
X. L.
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '39, '40; Activ
Member, Athletic Associatiot
'39, '40; Y. W. C. A. Cabine
'40 ; Second
W. '40.
HORTENSE EWINA KeI.LEV
Agora Elaine Kent
General Diploma
Speech Certificate
Latin Club. '39; Mathematics General Diploma
Speech CertificateClub. '40; Glee Club,
'39, '40;
'39; Sergeant at Arms. Agora Gle
Chi
; Club, '39; Associate Editor
nes, '39; Associate Editor
Ml estones, '39; French Club
'39 '40; Hyphen Reporter, '40
Ad ve Member, Athletic Asso
Basketball Varsity, '40; .Martha ctaton. '40; Editor, Milestones
Annetta Gray"
Day Student Treasu
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Grace Kirkland
AuBIIRNDALE, FLA.
Anti-Pandora
Spanish Club. '40.
Carolyn Ladson
Moultrie. Ga.
Margery Lawrence
General Diploma
Athletic Association,
Associate Editor. Hyphen.
Co-Athletic Manager, Sen-
Class, '40; Archery Var-
Lois McCann
Taft, Texas
Anti-Pandora
Club, '39, '40; Sergeant
i-Pandora Club, Fit
'40.
Suzanne McDonald
Springfield. Mo.
X. L.
General Diploma
Riding Certificate
Speech- Certificate
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '39, '40;
Associate Editor, Chimes, '39;
French Club, '39 '40; Mathemat-
ics Club. '40; Turf and Tanbark,
'40; Hyphen, '39; Editor. Chimes.
'40.
Ellen Josephine
McGehee
Club, '39, '40; Hon
Faye Kushner
Secretarial Certificate
ic Economics Club. '40; Ac-
Member, Athletic Associa-
'39, '40; Archery Varsity,
Evelyne Jan Latham
General Diploma
Home Economics Club, '40.
Dorothy Nelle Lee
Get
Angkor
era/ Diplo
Sfie cch Ccrtific
President, Angkor C
Mathematic s Club. '3
Club, '40.
HIRLE\ Lidden
McCULLAR
COKINT i. Miss
A. K.
General Diplon a
t at Ar ns. A. K.
Carol McEwan
•icral Diploma
Orchestra, '
M vry Elizabeth
McKenna
Si oux Citv, Iowa
Ec< i
Mem
Agora
General Diploma
sh Club. '39, '40;
omics Club. '40; .
ler, Athletic Associ
Kate Haltom
Sergeant at Arm.
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j| 1 V g^LENjyiiDUISE McMANUS
''TWf J (>i*-a,m ma City, Ok, a.
I- S }T Anti-Pandora
v General Diploma
pGlee Club. '39; Active Member.
Athletic Association, '39, '40;
Hyphen, '40; Art Club, '40;
"reasurer, Anti-Pandora Club,
0: Hume Economics Club, '40;
A. Cabinet, '40.
Elizabeth Breese Macks
Mich.
A. K.
General Diploma
Speech Certificate
nch Club. '39. '40; Archery,
;urer, A. K.
Club. 40; Feature Editor, Hy-
phen. '40; Glee Club. '39, '40;
Active Member. Athletic Asso-
ciation. '39. '40; Art Club. '40.
Agora Fontelle Moore
General Diploma Nashville, Tenn.
Art Club, '39; French Club, '39; Eccowasin
Feature Editur, Milestones, '39;
Feature Editor, Hyphen. '40;
Glee Club, '39; President, Glee Mathematics Club. '40; F
Club. '40. Club. '40.
Margaret Carver
Morgan
Sarah Martha Oaki.ey
Morton Nashville. Te
lie. Tenn. Ariston
( Diploma
General Diplo
Speech Certifi
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma
Riding Certificate
Glee Club, '39; Active Membe
Athl tic Association, '39. '40
Turf and Tanbark, '40; Seer
Senior Class, First Se
r, '40; Business Manage
Clnn es. '40; French Club. '39
nces Peters
nd Vic
Del Vers
Club, '39, '40; Se
dent. Student Council, J9
;
President. Del Vers Club.
President. Del Vers Club.
Semester. '40; Turf and
bark. '39. '40.
^
Sponsor. Senior Class ami Senior Hall
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LaVonne Phillips
Remsen. Iowa
Del Vers
Marilyn Reeves
Salinas. Calif.
Tri K
General Diploma
Riding Certificate
French Club, '40; Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet, '40; Active Member,
Athletic Association, '39, '40;
President, Turf and Tanbark
Club, '40; Hyphen, '39.
Harriett Stone Roberts
X. L.
General Diploma
President, X. L. Club, First Se-
mester, '40; Glee Club, '39. '40;
Mathematics Club, '40; French
Club. '40; Active Member, Ath-
letic Association, '39, '40.
Kate Ellen Rogers
Nashville, Tenn.
Triad
General Diploma
Annabelle Sawyer
Nashville, Tenn.
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '39. '40; Tre
urer, Ariston Club. '40.
Christine E. Schrader
Indianapolis. Ind.
Tri K
French Club, '39; Secretary,
Senior-Middle Class, '39; Active
Member, Athletic Association.
'39, '40; President, Athletic As-
sociation, First Semester, '40;
Baseball Varsity, '39; Hockey
Varsitv, '40; Home Economics
Club, '40; Glee Club, '39, '40;
Art Club, '40.
Winkie Pierce
Coesicana. Texas
T. C.
Piano Diploma
Captivators, '39, '40; Leade
Captivators, '40; President. Set
ior-Middle Class. '39; Presiden
T. C. Club. '40; Hyphen. '40.
Martha Rhodes
General Diploma
Glee Club, '40; Active Membt
Athletic Association, '39. '40.
Carolyn Robertson
General Diploma
Vice-President. T. C. Club, '40;
Home Economics Club, '40;
French Club. '40.
Marian Margaret Ryan
French Club. '40; Turf and Tan-
bark, '40; Art Club, '39, '40;
Hyphen. '40.
Evelyn Scarbrough
Agora
General Diploma
Secretary-Treasurer, Glee Club,
'40; Captivators, '40; Glee Club,
'39, '40.
Peggy Sedwitz
YOUNGSTONVN. OlIIO
A. K.
General Diploma
President. A. K. Club, '40;
Track Manager, Athletic Asso-
ciation, '40; Archery Varsitv,
'39; Singles, Tennis Varsity. '40;
Active Member, Athletic Asso-
ciation, '39. '40; Hyphen Re-
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Mary Alice Sens
Xa IIVIL1 E, Tenn
Angkor
.i
ncral Diploma
rt Certificate
Club '39, '40; St
Club, 40.
*S**\
Phyllis Lorraine Shaw
X. L.
General Diploma
Captivators, '39, '40; Glee Club,
)'39; Spanish Club, '39; Sym-
phony Orchestra. '39. '40; Hy-
phen Reporter, '4(1; President.
X. L. Club. Second Semester.
'40; String Ensemble. '40.
Georgia Kathryn Smith
El Reno. Okla.
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma
French Club, '40.
Virginia Dare Stallings
Friendship. Tenn.
T. C.
General Diploma
French Club. '39. '40; Home
Fconomics Club. '40; (dec Club,
'39, '40; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet,
•40; Treasurer, T. C. Club. '40;
Captivators, '40; Mathematics
Club. '39.
Mayme Lou Sutherland
Ruth Elise Shanks
Crossville. Ten.v.
F. F.
Piano Diploma
Symphony Orchestra, '40.
Tune Simonin
Egoektsville, X. V.
Agora
Speech Certificate
Glee- Club, '39; Treasurer, Gle
Club. '40; Treasurer. Captu
'40; Pri
Second Semester, "40.
Hall.
Helev Spencer
Agora
Gene al Diploma
sh Club '39. '40.
Dorothy Stegmeir
M A-RY Fr^ NCES Tillery
W
Ant
Point,
-Pandc
Ga.
Dipl
Art
'40;
Club
Hon
« F
'3'
e Ec
lads a
; Gle
d Nnlr
Club,
s Club,
'39
'40
Angeline Gault .Tillman
Nashville. Tenn.
Triad
General Diploma
Mathematics Club. '40; Hyphen
Reporter. '40; Hockey.
vling Varsity, '39;
ball V; '39; Ac Me
Atble '39,
Mrs. Minnie Powell
Senior Hall Hostess
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Ann Walker
Beaumont, Texas
Mary Florknce Tri K
Lexington, Kv.
'39: President. Tri K Hub. '411
F. F. Kre ich Club, '40; Glee Club
Club, '39, '40. '40.
Sarah Elizabeth Wilhite
cookeville, tenn.
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Riding Certificate
President, Mathematics Club,
'39; Proctor, Fidelity Ha
Sue Wilsdorf
Art Certificate
Lorraine Wormser
Jeanerette, La.
Tri K
General Diploma
ench Club, '39, '40.
Club, '39, '40.
Connie Wright
YVaiwatosa, Wis.
Tri K
General Diploma
Matbematics Club. '39; Frencb
Club, '40; Active Member, Ath-
letic Association. '39. '40; Ser-
geant at Arms, Tri K Club,
'40: Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. '40;
Symphony Orchestra. '39, '40;
String Ensemble. '40; Swimming
Varsity, '39. '40; Hockey Var-
sity, '40.
Edna Mae Zeigler
Margaret Elizabeth Triad
Young General Diploma
Art Certificate
President, Triad Club, '40; Art
Club, '39, '40; Vice-President,
General Diploma Art Club, '40; Bowling Varsity.
Spanish Club. '39, '40; Math- '39; Active- Member. Athletic
C7D
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SENIOR SONG
We pledge nozv our love for our old W.-B.,
We I'ozv to be ever true;
We pledge, too, our lore for our dear Senior class—
Cod bless them, the old and new.
We'll hold high those colors, the Gold and the Blue;
Our banners shall kiss the sky.
Our faith all-resisting, our goal for life's best.
Our motto. "To do or die."
The joxs zve hare here zvill not fly as the leaves;
They'll last us life's journey through ;
And the lore zve hare now for the friendships ive'vt
Will live in our memories, too;
And though zve must part from each other some day.
As Seniors hare parted before.
'The glorious spirit of [-9-4-0
Will linger forerermorc.
made GO
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SENIOR-MIDDLE CLASS
In September of 1939, approximately 190 college freshmen
entered the gates of Ward-Belmont. Many of these were
already outstanding in intellect, brawn, or creative ability ;
some were yet to prove themselves. In the months that
passed, new personalities, new abilities were made in-
creasingly evident in the ranks of the 190. Extras became
featured players and worked their way to stardom—some
overnight, others via the long, steady grind of initiative.
But all of them contributed in some measure to make the
Senior-Middle class of 1940 a smash hit.
Under the experienced guidance of Sponsor Linda Rhea,
class members chose their officers early in the year. Tem-
porary president Ann Rolfe relinquished her leadership to
Miss Linda Rhea, Senior-Middle Spons
parks, Rice, Bauman, Masengill
good-natured Josephine Sparks and a cabinet composed of
Anita Williamson, vice-president; Carlene Rice, secretary;
Mary Elizabeth Masengill, boarding student treasurer;
Mary Frances Charlton, day student treasurer ; Mary
Bauman, sergeant at arms.
The month of December was a busy one for Senior-
Middles. The fourth of the month brought them out in all
the glorv of purple sweaters and white pork-pie hats to
witness the defeat of their team in a hard-fought battle
with the more adept Senior hockey team. Six days later,
the Senior-Middles, bearing no grudge, honored the Seniors,
as well as the faculty, with a coffee in beautiful Acklen Hall.
Yet the Senior-Middles had had their own private entertain-
ment November 18. Best formals were pressed, sandals
were redyed. and stray locks were set in shining splendor
for the Senior-Middle dance which proved a great success.
Blustery March was the occasion for the nautical but nice
Senior-Senior-Middle banquet which lauded the efforts and
achievements of the Seniors in a most seaworthy fashion.
The thirteenth day of April brought the Seniors a
challenge from their younger sisters in the form of all-day
recreation in a variety of sports. Class loyalty ran high,
according to tradition, although the Seniors marched trium-
phantly off with top honors.
As a class. College '41 has done very well for itself.
Fidelity. Founders, and Hail Halls house a well-behaved,
congenial group of college freshmen. There are bound
to be "critic raves" over such stars as versatile Mary Aileen
Cochran. Nancy Young, Vicki Michel. Nancy Deen and
Louise Jahncke. just as there are bound to be students
and faculty who cannot forget the triumphs of Virginia
Love Graves, Ethel Butterweck, Jessie Osment, Gerda
Wootten. Shirley Allison, and the like. A most promising
bunch of newcomers, they should prove themselves within
the next year worthy of the notice given them in 1940.
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SENIOR ADDRESSES
Absher, Virginia 1312 Keller Ave., Bartlesville, Okla.
Allen, Tat— __ Hall Hotel, Mayfield, Ky.
Baird, Grace 1501 Dewey Ave., Bartlesville, Okla.
Barron, Pansy Hampton Road, Nashville, Term.
Benton, Ruth 502 W. Fourth, Fordyce, Ark.
Brown, Aline Middlesboro Road, LaFollette. Term.
Bryan, Martha Iroquois Place, Nashville, Tenn.
Buttrey, Sarah Lealand Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Byars, Kathlyn Alma, Ark.
Byrd, Lillian Beaverdam Road, Asheville, N. C.
Byrd, Mary Beaverdam Road, Asheville, N. C.
Cabell, Shelley Newstead Apts., A-l, Nashville, Tenn.
Caldwell, Jean___ . 3804 Whitland Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Campbell, Eleanor 6602 Gilbert Drive, Shreveport, La.
Capps, Frances R.F.D. No. 5, Battery Road, Nashville, Tenn.
Champion, Katherine 527 Third Ave., Albany, Ga.
Champney, Catherine 2925 Edgehille Road, Cleveland Heights, O.
Coblentz, Virginia Quinton, Okla.
Cornelius, Jane 1903 Linden Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Crane, Edith Mae 621 Steele Ave., Chandler, Okla.
Creswell, Mildred ._. Potosi, Mo.
Crouse, Mary Dayton, Ind.
Dailey, Edith 917 Walnut St.. Chillicothe, Mo.
Darnell, Marguerite 1208 Elmwood Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Davis, Charldene Hampton Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Davis, Mary Louise 517 Fairfax Place, Nashville, Tenn.
Davis, Nancy Beaver, Ohio
Delvin, Walne Eden Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Edwards, Katherine 3701 Whitland Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Edwards, Ruth Ann Charleston, Tenn.
Ehrlich, Shirley 49 Morningside Park, Springfield, Mass.
Eidell, Anne Louise Route 1, "Wesdell," Nashville, Tenn.
Farwell, Frances 7321 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.
Fisher, Mickie 1100 Stratford Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Gordon, Virginia 1212 College Ave., Bluefield. W. Va.
Gray, Anxetta 517 Wilson Blvd., Nashville, Tenn.
Greer. Evelyn 2211 E. 69th St.. Kansas City, Mo.
Grover, Artabel 216 Prospect Ave., Lewiston, Idaho
Haldt, June Birch Corners, Boonton, X. J.
Haltom, Kate 1601 Ayers St.. Corpus Christi. Texas
Haynes, Martha Love Route 3, Spring Hill, Tenn.
Haynes, Melyssa Granny White Pike, Nashville, Tenn.
Heitzeberg, Kathryn Franklin Road, Nashville, Tenn.
Hickerson, Elizabeth 303 W. Main St., Manchester, Tenn.
Hicks, Dorothy Kirkwood Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Hill, Mary Frances Crossville, Tenn.
Hobbs, Mary Gene Goodlettsville, Tenn.
Houghton, Helen 1121 E. Irvington Ave., South Bend, Ind.
Huffman, Evelyn 601 Plymouth Ave., Dayton, Ohio
Hunt, Ann Observatory Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Hunter, Audrey Jane Lake Harbor Road, Muskegon, Mich.
Hyer. Virginia Hartland. W. Va.
Jenkins, Betty 4607 Moorland Ave., Minneapolis. Minn.
Johnson, Betty 1402 W. Division St., Grand Island, Nebr.
Johnston, Jane 7104 Lindell Blvd.. St. Louis. Mo.
Jones, Mary Elizabeth-^723 W. Locust St.. Johnson City, Tenn.
Kelley. Hortense New Church, Va.
Kent, Elaine 323 E. Penn Ave., Ottumwa, Iowa
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Kirkland, Grace .__ Lake Ariana Drive. Auburndale, Fla.
Kushner, Faye— 3307 Lexington Road, Louisville, Ky.
Ladson, Carolyn— ._ S22 S. E. Second St., Moultrie, Ga.
Latham, Jan___ 319 Harvard Ave.. Nashville. Tenn.
Lawrence. Margery— 1169 College Ave., Topeka. Kans.
Lee. Dorothy NellE— Donelson, Tenn.
McCann, Lois— Box 516. Taft. Texas
McCullar, Shirley __ 804 Webster St., Corinth, Miss.
McDonald, Suzanne 1406 E. Walnut, Springfield, Mo.
McEwan, Carol 1248 Proctor St., Port Arthur, Texas
McGehee, Ellen_„ __ Jacksonville Paper Co., Jacksonville, Fla.
McKenna, Mary 4027 Perry Way, Sioux City, Iowa
McManus, Helen— .—5925 N. W. 50th St., Bethany, Okla.
Macks, Betty 959 Pemberton Rd., Grosse Pointe Park, Mich.
Medaris, CeldoN— _ 511 Jacksboro St., Clinton, Tenn.
Moore, Fontelle 1480 Clairmont Place, Nashville, Tenn.
Moore, Mary Ann 665 Elmdale Road, Chillicothe, Mo.
Morgan, Margaret 511 Fairfax Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Morton, Ann Gale Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Oakley, Sarah— 310 33rd Ave., N., Nashville, Tenn.
O'Brian, Phyllis 1212 Dorothy Lane. Ft. Worth. Texas
Oswald, Posy 7301 Amherst, St. Louis, Mo.
Parker, Jane Golf Club Lane. South, Nashville, Tenn.
Peters, Frances 925 E. Fourth St., Alice, Texas
Phillips, LaVonne 139 Madison St., Remsen, Iowa
Pierce, Winkie 1 121 W. Fifth Ave., Corsicana, Texas
Reeves, Marilyn .—235 Pine St., Salinas, Calif.
Rhodes, Martha 206 College Ave., Milan, Tenn.
Roberts, Harriett Palmer, Tenn.
Robertson, Carolyn Brownstown, Ind.
Rogers, Kate Ellen Blackburn Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Ryan. Marian 2 Flower Court, Lakeside Park, Covington, Ky.
Sawyer, Annabelle 1518 Compton Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Scarbrough, Evelyn 1000 E. Main St., Albertville, Ala.
Schrader, Christine 937 E. Drive, Woodruff Place,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Sedwitz, Peggy 350 Crandall Ave., Youngstown, Ohio
Sensing, Mary Alice Hampton Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Shanks, Ruth Elise Crossville, Tenn.
Shaw. Phyllis—
—215 E. Jackson, Sigourney, Iowa
Simonin, June 68 Bandcroft Drive, Eggertsville, N. Y.
Smith. Georgia Kathryn 101 N. Williams, El Reno, Okla.
Spencer, Helen 607 Glendale Drive, Frankfort, Ind.
Stallings, Virginia Friendship, Tenn.
Stegmeir, Dorothy
—Hampton Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Sutherland, Mayme Lou— —Due West Ave., Madison, Tenn.
Tillery, Mary Frances Avenue D, West Point, Ga.
Tillman, Angeline Eastland Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Tomlinson, Anna 529 Parkway, High Point, N. C.
Van Hooser, Florence Harrodsburg Road. Lexington, Ky.
Walker, Ann 2375 Harrison, Beaumont, Texas
Wilhite, Sarah 309 Dixie Ave., Cookeville, Tenn.
Wilsdorf. Sue 1919 18th Ave., S., Nashville, Tenn.
Wormser, Lorraine Jeanerette, La.
Wright, Constance Mae 1841 N. 81st St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Young, Margaret Graybar Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
Ziegler, Edna Mae Belle Meade Blvd., Nashville, Tenn.
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Absher, Virginia 64, 120
Adams. Mozelle 66
Adams. Waver S2
Addington. Suzanne 70 "4
Allen. Martha 29, 70
Allen, Tat 76. 120
Allison. Annie 18
Allison. Sllirlev 5S
Anderson, Jane 80
Anderson, Nancy SO, 114
Armstrong, Charlotte 76
Ash. Lucille 7S
Baird. Grace 64, 120
Baird. Mary E 62, 114
Barnes, Marjorie 76
Barron, Pansy 66, 120
Barton, Billie 62
Barton, Jane 114
Bascombe. Bettv 82
Baum, Lois 74
Baunian, Mary 84, 99, 130
Becker, Mary J S4
Belcher. Winifred 76
Bell, Marv L 66
Bellamy, Molly 68
Benton. Ruth 2S. 34. 64, 120
Biel, Irma K 31, 46. 78
Bloom, Tean 33, 64
Blount, Dexter 76, 114
Blvthe, Mary 20
Bonne. Bettv oS
Boss. Bettv 68
Bover, Florence N 20
Brackinreed. Verna 20
Brandon, Roberta SO
Brayton, Edna 35, 44, 51, 84, 120
Brown, Aline 72, 120
Brown, Barbara '2
Brown, Bettv SO, 114
Brown, Florence SO, 114
Bruce, Martha — 66
Bryan lane 62. 119
Bryan! Martha 34. 52. 62. 98, 120
Brvant, Carol — 68
Buell. Lucv 72
Burch, Barbara 30, 78, 119
Burk, Dr. J. E — 16- 88
Burk, Margaret 62, 99
Burns. Martha R 74
Burrow. Rubv G 60
Button. Shirlev
Bush, Constance 6(1, 120
Butterweck. Ethel 44, 82
Buttrey, Sarah 66. 20
Bvars, Kathlyn 60, 120
Byrd, Lillian 33 84, 120
Byrd. Mary 33, 84, 120
Cabell. Shellev 70. 121
Caldwell, Allison 62
Caldwell, Bettv 30. 45, 7S, 114
Caldwell, Tean 29, 33, 70, 121
Caldwell, Marv E 66, 119
Campbell, Eleanor 82. 121
Campbell, Elise -• 67, 114
Capps. Frances SO, 121
Carey Elizabeth • 78, 99, 114
Carson \nne - 76
( artei
' lane __ 119
CaMbier Gertrude 20. 58
,',.,„ Martha —- 20
Cayce Marj E 20
Chamoion [Catherine i^. 35, 51. 58, 121
( hampney. Catherine 28, 6S. 121
(
'harlton Mary F 63, 130
Cheek, Florence 70
Chenault, Mary J 5S
Chilton, Betty J 70
Chilton, Olivia 80
Chitwood, Elizabeth 20
Clark. Cornelia 32, S2
Clark. Mary 76
Cleland. Elizab ..th 34, 58
Coblentz. Virginia 58. 98. 121
Cochran, Marv A 31, 34. 46, 84, 99
Cockrill, Adeline 71. 114
Cockrill, Hazel 71
Coffey. Kathleen 82
Cohen. Bcrnice 60, 114
Colbert, Dolores 68
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Cook, Elizabeth 59
Cooper, Mary 45, 115
Cooper, Marv A 62
Coonev, Bettv B 63
Core, Anne 67
Cornelius. Jane 29, 62, 121
Cote, Mary A 68
Gotten, Virginia
. 32, 64
Cottom, Jane 5S
Courtney, Jane 81
Craig, Margaret A 71
Crain, Mary G 81
Grain, Rose M 67
Crane, Edith M 32, 84, 121
Cresswell, Mildred 60, 121
Crouse, Mary 58, 121
Crum, Ethlvn 32, 60
Curtiss. Bettv 71
Cutler. Miriam 74, 115
Dailey, Edith 32, 84, 99. 101, 122
Dallas. Sarah Polk 67. 119
Dalton, Marv
_ 67
Dalton. Svdnev 20
Daniels, Doris 78
Darnell, Marguerite 7] ] f>
Davis, Charldene 67^ 122
Davis, Dorothy D S4
Davis. Edith 45. 70
Davis. Martha 119
Davis, Marv Louise 67, 122
Davis, Marv X 28, 32, 58, 99, 122
Davison, Peggy 70
Dawson, Mary 30, 52, 76
Deen. Nancv 28. 76, 99
DeGeorge, Ursula 60, 115
DeLanev, Mary E 20
Demmer, Laura 35, 68
Devlin, Walne 62, 122
Diehl. Ann 81
Dietrich, Dorothy 20, 74
Dilley, Rita 20
Dinsmore. Jane 81
Donner, Thomas B 20
Dorris, Dorothy 62
Dortch. Roberta 33, 82
Douthit. Mary 21
Drydeu, Bettv I 28, 76
Duke, Elaine 60
Dunford. Dimple 76
Dyer. Elva 82
Eagle. Marv P SI
Eckhoff, Eunice 70
Edgett. Priscilla 6S
Edwards. (Catherine 35, 70, 122
Edwards. Ruth Ann 72, 122
Ehrlich, Sllirlev 82, 122
Eidell, Anne L 70, 122
Elam. Mary 66
Embleton, Ann 1 32, 84
Emerson Teresa 78. 115
Etienne, 'Marjorie 70, 115
Evans Maiiana 30. 35, 45, 50, 82, 114
Ewing. Frances 21, 62
Fain. Eleanor S2
Falvev, Frances 21
Farris, Mary 45, 70, 115
Farrow, Muriel 72
Farwell Frances 32, 33, S5, 90, 99, 122
Fidlar, Helen K 21, 64
Fischer, Nancy 76
Fisher. Mickie SO. SI. 122
Fitchhorn, Dorothy J 74
Flowers, W. V 19
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Fox. Ollie R.___ 74
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Fruchtman, Marilyn 60, 11a
Furrh, Mary 30, 35. 47, 50, 78, 115
Gaines. Catherine 64
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Girtman. Kathervn S3
Givcns. Ruth - 7S
Glenn, Margaret 66
Glick. Dorothv 68
Goldsmith. Mary 64
Goodrich, Florence 21
Gordon, Louise -1
Gordon, Virginia 35, 123
Grahi.l. Bettv 15
Graff. Edwin- M S5
t;,,,,.. Elizabeth 80
Graves Virginia L 47, 70, 71. 98
I Iriiy \nnctta 66. 123
Gray! Elizabeth 21, 66
Grav. Frances 21
Greenburg. Nellie 21
Greer, Evelyn 32. 58. 123
Gregg. Dorothv G 21
Grissim. Martha SO
Grisso. Pauline 34. 64
Grover, Artabell 6S, 123
Grubbs, Toan 74
Gunn. Xancv M SO
Guthrie. Ermin --35, 50. 74
Gwaltney, Carolyn
Hal.lt. Tune 31. 35. 44. 60. 125
Halev. Ann SO
Halev. Marjorie A 74
Haltoni. Emma K 44. 52, 79. 123
Hamilton. Bernice 30. 79. 115
Hampton. Joanne 80. 115
Harper, Joyce 79. 99
Harton. Alice 31. 35. 51. 58
Harwood, Margot 75
Hawk, Tane 64
Hay. Vera 21
Havden, Margaret 6S
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Haynes, Martha S3. 9S. 123
Havnes, Melyssa 35, SO, 123
Heitzeherg. Kathryn 29. 71, 123
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Henderson, Margaret 81
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Henlt-v. Marv E 35, 66
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Hicks, Dorothy 61, 123
Hill, Marv F 44. 72, 123
Hill. Xancv R 1 19
Hinkle. Mary F 66
Hirsig. Robin 71. 116
Hobbs. Marv G 62. 124
Hofius, Ernestine 75
Hclcombe, Beth 30. 75. 98, 116
Holley, Jane 69
Hollinger, Alma 22
Hollingshead, W. H 22
Horton. Ruth 77
Houghton, Helen 69. 124
Houseman. Aldean 69. 116
Howell. Bettv 64
Huffman. Evelyn 32. 35, S5, 124
Humphries, Betsy A ' 3
Hunt, Ann 71. 124
Hunter, Audrey J 72, 124
Hunter. Mary Ann
Hurst. Helen 39
Hutchcson. Mollie B 61
Hyde, Lorraine ' s
Hyer, Virginia 73. 124
Jahncke, Louise 44, 46. 73. 99
lenkins. Betty 28, 69. 98, 124
"Johnson, Bettv 28, 31. 68, 69. 124
Johnson, Geraldine 67
Johnson, Patricia 32. 33. 35, 52, 69
Tohnson, Shirley . 71. 116
Johnston. Jane 31, 77, 124
Jones. Marv E 31. 85. 124
Jopp. Phvllis 77
Jordon, Lillian 64
Judd, Sara J 77
Kauffman. Dorothv J 77
Kelley, Hortense 32, 35. 51, 5S. 59, 90, 124
Kellogg, Elizabeth 73
Kennedy, Janet
;
64
Kent. Elaine 32. 33 g 5 o s i24
Kimbrough, Caroline I__.___.I_ 81
King. Mildred _~ gi
Kipp. Phyllis ~_ 73
Kirkland. Grace £5 1^5
Kirklin. Mary
______I__2S, 68
Kirkman. Jeanne 75 ]16
Klopp. Bette M 34
Knepp, Mary E 6g
Koehler, Dorothv 6g
Kurz, Shirley
___________ 73
Kushner, Faye 73. 1,35
Lackey, Marie 30 74 9S , I16Ladson. Carolvn :n ,,-
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"
,_
Landis. Nancy J I-___I_I____" 67
Landstrom, Olive Estelle '" ?
Latham. Jan ——-—-——
~T_L~_77_T 1-5
Lawrence. Jane
--I--II____I__II~~_I 63
Lawrence, Margery 32, 35 50 175
Leahy. Lois ' ' 76
Lee. Dorothy Nelle
-_T___"_____27 -3~~125
Lehan. June 74
Leslie. Donna
-I-III_I_IIIIIII 76
Linton, Mandalee
s ,
Lookadoo, Marilyn 31" 79
Lord. Louise
_______ 6S
Lothrop. Teanette 61 iig
Lovell. Mary B
_ L_ 63
Lowe. Cynthia _63~ 116
Luck. Margery gi, u6
MacMillan, Betty
__ 65
McCabe, Aileen ' 01 ,,
fi
McCallam, Doris I "
____V_I_\Y\Y__._ 7g
McCann. Lois_____ III_II..I_II„Il65,"l25
McLarlev. Ann E ^ 4c fi7
McClintock. Betty A '______!___„ 65
McCullar, Shirley gj 125
McCullough. Sara E _~ '__ 70
McDonald. Suzanne 31 34 g4 125
McDonough, Frances S ,,
McDuffie, Lucile 11111111"" S3
McEwan. Carol 33 195
McEwen, Alice E
_I__II__So! 116
McFarlin. Elinor W 57
McGaw, Tessie B '
_ 22
McGehee. Ellen 34", S3, 125
McKenna, Marv 59 175
McManus, Helen _"3 f, "32, 65'. 126
Macks. Betty 32. 61. 126
Maddin. Bettv 71 115
Maney. Jean "_"__' 67
Marks. Bertha 72
Masengill. Mary E 2S. S4, 130
Mathews. Mary L 67
Mattei, Ottavia I SI
Maxwell, Marian 5S
Mead, Marie 72
Medaris. Celdon 32. 126
Merriwether. Marian 84
Michel. Vicki S4
Milam. Mildred 67. 117
Mitchell. Bettv D 60
Mitchell. Marv 60, 117
Moblev, Grace 58
Mohler, Barbara 74
Moore, Fontelle 70. 126
Moore, Dollye 7S
Moore, Martha 32, S2
Moore, Marv A 32. 60. 126
Moore, Marv Catherine 63
Morley, Jane 58
Morgan, Margaret 70, 126
Morris. Lvnn S4
Morrison, Catherine E 22. S2 .
Morton, Ann 66, 126
Morton. Tane 65
Murtagh. Jean 31. 82
Myhr. Ivar Lou 22, 34
Nail, Ruth S4
Nance. Camilla 22. 76
Norris. Mary R 22
Oakley, Sarah 126
O'Brian. Phvllis 64, 126
Opgenorth. Wilma 60, 117
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Ordwav. Martha
Osment. Jessie-
Oswald. Posy-
Pain Rosi
Parnell, Lucy
Parrott, Eleanor.
Parrott, Margie-
Peery, St. Clair_
Perrv, Nancy
29. 33, SO. 99. 117
29. 32. 66, 117
68. 127
Phillips. Kathrvn 74
Phillips, LaVonne 68, 127
Phillips. Madge 82
Pierce, Winkie 32, 35, 52, 78, 98, 127
Pilkerton, Jeanne 70
Pittman, Margaret 82
Plummer. Margaret 32, 69
Pointer. Ruth F 70, 119
Potter, Jean SO
Pugh, Anna 23
Ouarles, Betty 66, 70
Kami
Kans
Ma 70
el, Ellen 82
m, Ellene 23
n, Marguerite 74
Redinger. Marilyn 71
Reeves, Marilyn 31, 82, 127
Reinke, Dorothv 63, 45, 117
Rever, Wilma 66. 117
Rhea, Linda 23, 130
Rhodes, Martha 64, 127
Rice, Carlene 32, 85, 130
Rice, Virginia 76
Richards, Mary Evelyn 32, 64
Richey, Virginia 23. 60
Kiggs, Lawrence H 23
Robinson, Carolvn 34, 45, SO, 117
Roach. Martha 64
Roberts. Harriett 54. 84, 85. 127
Robertson. Carolvn 78, 127
Rockett, Nell 72
Rogers, Kate Ellen 80, 127
Rogers. Patricia 85
Rolfe. Ann S 2S. 32. 79
Rolfe
Hazel C. 23
Rose. Kenneth 23
Ross, Marv Julia 79, 99, 117
Ruef, Bertha M 23, 72
Rvan, Marian 32. 83, 9S, 127
Ryan. Ruth 74
Rye, Margaret 71, 117
Rve, Suzanne 35. 71. 118
Salisbury. Jan
Samet, Edith
Satterfield. Kathe
Sargent, Lelia.__
Saunders, Louise.
Sawyer, Annabel!
Scarbrough, Evel
Schneider, Marv_.
Schrader. Christir
Scruggs, Theodor;
44, S3, 98. 127
Ma
.
Peggy_
Be
47. 54. 60,
Sensing, Mary A
__62
Shackelford. Marv W
_
Shanks, Ruth Elise 72,
Shaw, Penelope 28,
Shaw, Phvllis 32. S4, 85.
Shofner, Mary F
Simonin, June 58,
Skellv, Frances
Smith, Ann 67,
Smith, Georgia K . 65,
Smith, Helen G
Smith, Martha E
Snodgrass, Amanda
Snvder, Emil
Souby. Susan S
Page
Spangler. Ellen 59
Sparks, Josephine 32, 46, 79, 130
Spencer, Helen 59 128
Stahlman. Mildred 45, 54, 62, 118
Stallings, Virginia D 79, 128
Stamper. Sue 80
Steagall, Jane 71
Steenburg. Susan J 61
Stegmeir, Dorothy 80. 128
Steinbach, Sharon 61
Stephany. Dorothy 73
Stephens. Barbara 65
Stevens. Kathervn 69
Stevens. Martha 79
Stockdale, Jane 79
Stone. Nancy 32. 67. 128
Sutherland, Mavme I 35, 66, 67, 128
Sutherland, Nancy L 24
Taylor. Frankie 35. 45, 30. 79. US
Taylor, Pagie 69
Temple. Harriett 62
Thomas. Sarah 73
Thomison. Virginia 32, S3
Thompson. Alice 45, 62
Thompson, Elva A 73
Thourlby. Patricia 69, 118
Throne, Amelie 24
Tillery, Marv Frances 65, 128
Tillman. Angeline 32, 81, 128
Tolliver, Deliann 81, 118
Tomlinson. Anna 85, 128
Turner, Evelyn 71. US
Uhl, Bettv L 77
Underwood, Roy 19
Vandever, Lottie L 65
Van Deren, Mai F 19, 32. 33, 68
Van Hooser, Florence 73, 129
Van Hooser, Ruby 24
Vaughn, Margaret A 63
Vincent, Elaine 67
Vohl. Janet 61
Voigt, Jane 77
Voorhies, Phyllis 77
Waggoner, Nancy Sue 63
Wakeman, Virginia 65
Walker, Ann 82, S3, 99, 129
Walker, Carolyn 81, US
Walker, Mary 81
Wallace. Barbara 46, 61
Ward, Berta L 24
Ward. Helen T 32. 59
Warren. Pat (boarder) 59
Warren. Patricia 63, 118
Watson, Beckv Lu 30, 75
Watson, Helen A 77
Weingarten, Bernice 73
Weiss, Donna 61
Wheeler, Frances , 59
White. Olive 24, 126
White, Susan 81, 119
Whittlesey, Ruth 30, 75, 119
Whitworth, Eleanor 81, 119
Wild. Marv 73
Widell. Evelvn 24
Wilhite, Sara 76, 77, 159
Williamson, Anita 29, 44, 47, 51, 53, 67, 130
Wilson. Margery 35, 77, 119
Wilson, Marv Thaver 75
Wilsdorf, Sue 71, 129
Winnia, Catherine 24
Winnia, Diane 34, 54, 63
Wolfe, Virginia 65
Womack, Marv 32, 69
Woodtyard, Jane 63, 119
Woollen. Gerda 32. 46, 85
Wormser? Lorraine S3, 129
Wright, Constance 44, S3, 129
Young, Margaret l. SI. 129
Young, Nancy \Jfc 59
Ziegler, Edna M 81, 129
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HOTEL
HERMITAGE
Appreciates and Thanks
Ward-Belmont
Compliments of
%Z£$e$l BOTTLING WORKS
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
CHINA — GLASS — SILVER
Commercial Equipment
Cooking Utensils
McKay-Cameron Company
212 Third Avenue, North 6-0427
3iu&M
MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
Nashville's Finest
From tested herds . . . pasteurized . . . and produced under the Sealtest
System of Laboratory Protection—cleanliness, wholesomeness, and purity,
safeguarded by the most modern scientific equipment and methods.
NASHVILLE PURE MILK CO.
YELLOW CAB COMPANY
Incorporated
Yellow Cabs, Sight-Seeing Sedans, Brown Baggage Trucks
Official Company for All Railroads and Leading Hotels
Baggage Agents for Ward-Belmont
Special Attention Given Students
Baggage Checked Through to Destination Without Extra Charge
REDUCED CAB RATES
No Charge for Extra Passengers
PHONE 6-0101
Cheapest Rates
1
COMMERCIAL FISHOLOGY
PHOTOGRAPH Fish is health food,
Pure and simple
—
|i
COMPANY Feeds the mind,Brings out your dimple;
Makers of Should you angle after
School is out
—
QUALITY There's good fish yetAs e'er caught out.
PHOTOGRAPHS Some of these are
Seashore fresh,
For Advertising ami Personal Uses So fish for them
With larger mesh. M
423V2 Church Street ANDERSON FISH AND
Phone 6-0430 OYSTER COMPANY
:
(Official Photographers)
412 Broad Street
2914 West End I
ii
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE THE BEST SEA FOODS
i ALLOWAY If You Want
First-Class . . .
BROTHERS CO. i|
1, •
Meat
Distributors of YOU CAN REST ASSURED
MILK FED POULTRY THAT WE HAVE IT
TABLE TEST EGGS
% 1
HIGH-GRADE MEATS
• Al&x, li/atstesi & San
1
150 Second Avenue, South Stall 33—New City Market
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE Phone Us When You Want It Again
|
! J
Nashville's
Smart Young
Women
Have Learned
That Dentons Is
FASHION RIGHT
Let Us Help YOU Select Your
Summer and Vacation
Wardrobe
518 Church
R. T. OVERTON
& SON
Fruits and
Vegetables
515 Third Avenue, North
Phone 6-8143
Compliments of
RAGLAND,
POTTER &
COMPANY
Distributors of
Libby Food Products
Our constant effort to give the best possible service and the lowest possible price
has built a steadily increasing patronage and has enabled us to
continually add to our facilities and to enlarge
the scope of our service.
BOND, CHADWELL COMPANY
Moiing—Storage—Coal—Coke
1625 Broad
12 Arcade
Tel. 5-4151
Tel. 5-4154
124 1st Ave., N.
715 8th Ave., N.
Tel. 5-2738
Tel. 5-1431
Compliments of
BENSON PRINTING
COMPANY

^OUICDY PRINTING
COMPANY
MODERN PRINTED
DF
COLLEGE ANN0AL5
AMD
CATALOGUED
U^ OrtWL ktrtk.' /^*4 U^f^f *^* C-
1
t**/
'^F* "*Nr
f*«*j
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